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PREFACE

A research project can start only when a question arises. Initially, the research question,
which seemed to be magical to me at that time, was if it is possible to handle a thin object
without touching it.

"Dear Prof. Van Ostayen, Prof. Munnig Schmidt, Prof. Spronck, Prof. van Eijk and Dr.
Wesselingh,

Thank you for the great answer ’Yes’ for the initial research question. I am going to
go to Delft because I am so attracted by this research topic and by your work."

This was a letter that I could have written when I was appointed to this Ph.D. position.1

My appreciation increased over time. Indeed, now I recognise that they had created a
seed for me to grow this thesis.

Growing this thesis is a journey that, fortunately, I could have never done alone.
Therefore I am trying to use words to express my deepest gratitude, which cannot be
described fully by words, to those who have supported and accompanied me on this
journey.

First of all, I would like to thank my supervisors, Prof. Rob Munnig Schmidt and Dr.
Ron van Ostayen, for their effort and patience in guiding me to develop my research
skills. I am glad that I have worked under their great supervision where I always had all
the freedom in performing my research so that I was able to push my capabilities to their
limit. Without them, my research would not have come this far, and my thesis would not
have come to this point.

Ron, I always admire your knowledge in the field of Tribology and your enthusiasm
for this research. With these, you helped me to start smoothly, even though the topic
is in a field that was totally new to me at that point. During the years, you have always
been by my side in this research. I still remember the weekend that we had quite a long
discussion through emails when I started with my finding of different sets of optimal
design parameters. It amazed me. Your enthusiasm, knowledge and experience have
had a major impact on me, on my research, and on my thesis, thank you.

Rob, I have been fortunate to be one of your students. Firstly, with your lectures
of the ’Mechatronic system design’ course and your book, you have brought me to a
new level of my knowledge about mechatronics where the bridge between mathematical
equations and the physical world becomes clearer to me than ever. Secondly, with your
managing experience, your advice has always been very valuable, particularly for me to
organise my research and to keep it on track. I would like to thank you for your con-
tribution to my development of personal skills as well as to the success of my research
project.

I would like to thank Ir. Jo Spronck, who had a great contribution to the result of this
work. Jo, there are always in my mind the images of the interview meeting in Korea, in

1At that time I used the initial ’Prof.’ for all the supervising staff members.
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which you were very open and supportive. I appreciate your support for the decision of
appointing me to this PhD position. Although we did not have a lot of discussions during
my research, I have learned a lot from you, especially about the various approaches that
you use to solve problems, thank you.

I have spent most of my time at TU Delft surrounded with my fellow PhD colleagues,
Jan Schutten, Rudolf Saathof, Ruijun Deng, Oscar van de Ven, Johan Vogel, Takeshi Mor-
ishima and Arjan Meskers. I wish to thank them all for forming a pleasurable environ-
ment that let me enjoy every single day in the last four and a half years. Especially, Johan,
Oscar and Ruijun, thank you for your effort in making our office enjoyable still in the last
year, even though we were all in the most stressful period.

Jan, I will never forget the great period that we worked together at the beginning of
my journey. I appreciate your effort in helping me to get acquainted quickly with the
new environment. Oscar, thank you so much for being the person that I usually go to
with a question on how to do anything, for instance using a new piece of software or
with a sensor in our lab. Johan, you always amaze me with your knowledge and your
aspiration for sharing knowledge. I appreciate every piece of information given by you
during the sightseeing trips that we both have joined, e.g. to Zaanse Schans, Amsterdam,
Dordrecht. Also, I should not forget to send you many thanks for your help in translating
the Summary of my thesis and the Propositions into Dutch.

I also wish to thank the technical support staff, Rob Luttjeboer, Harry Jansen, Patrick
van Holst, Nisse Linskens and Hans Drop, for their contribution to all the experimen-
tal setups. Without them, it would have taken much longer for me to accomplish this
research project.

It would have been very tough if I stayed in Delft without my friends from the Viet-
namese Community in Delft. Therefore, I am grateful to them for bringing me the feeling
that Vietnam is not that far from here.

Deeply from my heart, I want to thank my parents and family for their love, support,
and encouragement that have always been present. Words are not sufficient in this case.
Therefore, I dedicated this thesis to them, to express not only my gratitude but also the
saying that I love them.

Finally, I wish to thank my wife Ho Xuan Thao Nguyen for her love that has been
the strongest inspiration for this accomplishment. Thao Nguyen, I would like to let you
know that your contribution to this thesis is more than mine. Without you, this thesis
would not have been here.

Vuong Hong Phuc
Delft, August 2016
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SUMMARY

A commercial product is made from components that are processed through several
steps in a factory. In industry, there are demands to move an object, from one process-
ing stage to another one, or within a processing stage, e.g. milling, printing, engraving.
The topic of this thesis is the controlled movement of an object. The targeted objects
here are thin substrates such as silicon wafers, solar cell wafers and glass sheets. Being
very fragile, this type of substrate requires to be highly cared for while handling. Fur-
thermore, due to the characteristics of the industries in which these substrates are used,
a very high level of cleanliness of the substrates is required. Currently, mechanical con-
tact between handling tools and substrates is identified to be one of the main factors
that causes breaking failures and contamination. Therefore, it is demanded to have a
handling system that is able to move thin substrates without mechanical contact.

In 2006, a new principle of contactless actuation was invented by Van Ostayen at TU
Delft, that was aimed for the demand described above. Similar to a conventional air
bearing, this principle uses a thin air film to levitate the substrate. Its distinguishing fea-
ture is the modified bearing surface that allows the viscous traction force created by the
air film flow to be controllable and to be sufficient to move the substrate. Studying this
principle, research had been conducted by Wesselingh in the period from 2007 to 2011.
During this research, this principle was proven to be very promising. It was judged to be
highly applicable for the targeted industries, and thus could be brought to the market.

To bring this principle to the market, the first step that should be made is to gain
more knowledge about the principle so that industrial requirements can be translated
and converted into a design of a contactless handling system with confidence. Gaining
more insight is determined to be the goal of the research presented in this thesis. To be
exact, the research goal is phrased as following: "Exploring the principle by investigat-
ing different potential concepts, studying the achievable performance regarding two main
aspects: the ratio of force to flow rate, and the dynamic response in terms of force".

Serving this goal, the research starts by searching for different concepts that can be
used to control the propulsion force created by such a system. The performance of these
concepts is then evaluated and compared. Since one of the purposes of this principle is
to prevent contamination of fragile and susceptible products, the air used in this system
must be clean. Because clean air is costly, the performance is defined as the ratio of the
force to the flow rate. In order to evaluate the performance of the potential concepts,
an analytical model has been developed. Based on this model, the actuator geometry
is optimised such that the ratio of the force to the flow rate can be maximised. Finally,
using the optimal geometry, a comparison between different concepts can be performed
and has been presented.

In order to have a more accurate prediction, a numerical model is also developed,
based on the same set of equations used in the analytical model. This model has been
verified successfully with an experimental setup, studying the statically tilted air bearing.
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2 SUMMARY

The results show that the prediction is very accurate, not only for the force and the flow
but also for the pressure distribution and the substrate deformation. Furthermore, with
this setup, using just approximately 50% of the available area, the acceleration achieved
on a 100 mm wafer has exceeded 10 ms - 2.

Next to the study on static performance, this research also focuses on enhancing the
dynamic performance of this type of contactless actuation system. For a controlled mo-
tion application, a fast response of the force from the command is desired. Any delay in
this response will result in a lower achievable bandwidth of the closed loop controller. It
has been learned from the former research that the biggest delay is caused by the slow
air flow dynamics inside the manifold, which is used to connect the controlling valves
and the actuator array. In this research, instead of valves, the controlling elements are
proposed to be the bearing surface itself. The propulsion force is controlled by means
of deforming the bearing surface, i.e. tilting the actuator. Since the controlling element
is located at the position where the propulsion force is actually generated, the force re-
sponse is expected to be fast.

In order to control the deformation of the bearing surface, a mechanism has been
proposed. Based on this, an experimental setup, which is called ’Flowerbed’, has been
designed and realised. From the modelling prediction, the achievable force bandwidth
of Flowerbed is approximately 1000 Hz. However, due to practical limitations of the ex-
perimental setup and the measuring equipment, the bandwidth can be verified up to
400 Hz. Compared to the demonstrator developed in the previous research, the dynamic
force response has been improved, even with the increased size of the system.



SAMENVATTING

Een commercieel product wordt samengesteld uit componenten die in een fabriek in
verschillende fases zijn bewerkt. Vanuit de industrie is er uiteraard vraag naar het ver-
plaatsen van een object van de ene procesfase naar de volgende of het verplaatsen bin-
nen een procesfase, bijvoorbeeld bij frezen, printen, graveren en dergelijke. Het on-
derwerp van deze thesis is het gecontroleerd verplaatsen van een object. De objecten
waar het hier om draait zijn dunne substraten, zoals siliciumplakken, zonnecelplakken
en glasplaten. Vanwege hun breekbaarheid dienen dergelijke substraten zorgvuldig te
worden gehanteerd. Daarbij moeten de substraten, vanwege de aard van de industrie
waarin ze gebruikt worden, zeer schoon gehouden worden. Momenteel wordt het me-
chanisch contact tussen de hanteerhulpmiddelen en de substraten gezien als één van de
hoofdoorzaken die breukfalen en contaminatie veroorzaken. Vandaar dat er behoefte is
naar een hanteersysteem dat de dunne substraten kan verplaatsen zonder mechanisch
contact. In 2006 werd er door Van Ostayen aan de TU Delft een nieuw principe voor
contactloze actuatie uitgevonden dat zich richtte op de hierboven beschreven behoefte.
Net als een conventioneel luchtlager gebruikt dit principe een dunne luchtlaag ter le-
vitatie van het substraat. Verschillend is echter het gemodificeerde lageroppervlak, dat
het mogelijk maakt de viskeuze tractiekracht, die veroorzaakt wordt door de stroming
in de luchtlaag, te regelen en voldoende sterk te maken om het substraat te verplaat-
sen. Onderzoek rond dit principe werd uitgevoerd door Wesselingh in de periode van
2007 tot 2011. Tijdens dit onderzoek werd aangetoond dat dit principe zeer veelbelo-
vend is. Het werd geacht zeer toepasbaar te zijn in de beoogde industrie en daarom
potentie te hebben als product op de markt. Om het principe op de markt te brengen
moet als eerste stap meer kennis omtrent het werkingsprincipe vergaard worden, zodat
de industriële vereisten kunnen worden vertaald en omgezet in een ontwerp van een
betrouwbaar contactloos hanteersysteem. Het verkrijgen van meer inzicht is het doel
van het onderzoek dat gepresenteerd wordt in deze thesis. Meer precies kan het doel
als volgt geformuleerd worden: “Het in kaart brengen van het principe door het onder-
zoeken van verschillende potentiële concepten, bestuderend de haalbare prestaties voor
wat betreft twee hoofdaspecten: de verhouding tussen kracht en stroomsnelheid en de
dynamische responsie in termen van kracht”. Om dit doel te bereiken start het onder-
zoek met het zoeken naar verschillende concepten die gebruikt kunnen worden om de
door het systeem voortgebrachte voortstuwingskracht te regelen. De prestaties van deze
concepten zijn vervolgens geëvalueerd en vergeleken. Omdat één van de doelen van dit
principe het voorkomen van de contaminatie van breekbare en gevoelige producten is,
moet de lucht die gebruikt wordt in het systeem schoon zijn. Omdat schone lucht duur
is wordt de prestatie gedefinieerd als de verhouding tussen de kracht en de stroomsnel-
heid. Om de prestaties van de potentiële concepten vast te kunnen stellen is een ana-
lytisch model ontwikkeld. Gebruikmakend van dit model is de geometrie van de actu-
ator zodanig geoptimaliseerd dat de verhouding tussen kracht en stroomsnelheid kan
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4 SAMENVATTING

worden gemaximaliseerd. Tenslotte kan met behulp van deze optimale geometrie een
vergelijking tussen de verschillende concepten gemaakt en gepresenteerd worden. Om
een meer accurate voorspelling te verkrijgen is er ook een numeriek model ontwikkeld,
gebaseerd op dezelfde vergelijkingen als die gebruikt worden in het analytische model.
Het numerieke model is succesvol geverifieerd aan de hand van een onderzoeksopstel-
ling waarin luchtlager werd bestudeerd terwijl deze statisch gekanteld was. De resultaten
tonen aan dat de voorspelling zeer nauwkeurig is, niet alleen voor wat betreft de kracht
en de luchtstroming, maar ook voor wat betreft de drukverdeling en de vervorming van
het substraat. Verder werden met de opstelling, gebruikmakend van slechts ongeveer
50Naast het bestuderen van de statische prestaties concentreert dit onderzoek zich ook
op het verbeteren van de dynamische prestaties van dit type contactloze actuatuatie-
systeem. Voor toepassingen waarin de beweging geregeld wordt is een snelle respon-
sie van de kracht op een bewegingsopdracht gewenst. Elke vertraging van de responsie
leidt tot een verlaging van de haalbare regelbandbreedte van de gesloten-lus-regelaar.
In het voorgaande onderzoek is ontdekt dat de voornaamste vertraging wordt veroor-
zaakt door de langzame stromingsdynamica van de luchtstroom in het verdeelstuk dat
de regelventielen en de matrix van actuators met elkaar verbindt. In dit onderzoek wordt
voorgesteld om, in plaats van ventielen als regelelementen, gebruik te maken van het la-
geroppervlak zelf. De voortstuwingskracht wordt dan geregeld door middel van het ver-
vormen van het lageroppervlak; dat wil zeggen, door het onder een hoek brengen van de
actuator. Omdat het regelelement geplaatst is precies daar waar de voortstuwingskracht
wordt voortgebracht, is een snelle responsie te verwachten. Er is een mechanisme om
de vervorming van het lageroppervlak te regelen voorgesteld. Op basis hiervan is een
onderzoeksopstelling, het zogenaamde ‘Bloemperk’ ontworpen en gerealiseerd. De te
behalen krachtbandbreedte van het Bloemperk, die op basis van modelvoorspellingen
verwachte wordt, ligt ongeveer bij 1000 Hz. Vanwege praktische beperkingen van de
onderzoeksopstelling en de meetapparatuur kon de bandbreedte tot 400 Hz worden ge-
verifieerd. In vergelijking met de opstelling ontwikkeld in het voorgaande onderzoek is
de dynamische responsie verbeterd, terwijl de afmetingen van het systeem juist werden
vergroot.



1
INTRODUCTION

In industry, there are demands to move an object, from one processing stage to another
one, or within a processing stage, e.g. milling, printing, engraving. In semicon industry
and solar cell industry, thin silicon substrates are the objects that need to be moved.
Being very fragile, this type of substrate requires to be highly cared for while handling.
Furthermore, due to the characteristics of the industries in which these substrates are
used, a very high level of cleanliness of the substrates is required. Additionally, under
the pressure of reducing production costs, there is a trend towards the use of thinner and
larger substrates. Consequently, handling these substrates becomes more challenging,
thus new handling tools need to be developed. The work presented in this thesis is a
study on one of the new principles of handling thin substrates, that is to employ the
viscous traction force of a thin air film flow to drive the substrates.

In this introductory chapter, first, some examples are illustrated, presenting indus-
trial demands and interest as a motivation for the research on this principle in develop-
ing a contactless actuation system. Followed, a brief section describes different available
principles that have been researched in this field. Finally, the main question for the re-
search presented in this thesis is proposed.

1.1. Motivation
It is true that in nature, every thing is moving, from a small thing such as an electron to a
big thing such as a planet. It is not possible to find the reasons for the movement of every
thing. However, from a personal perspective, a reason for several things to move could
be to get work done. People are moving themselves to have their work done. Also people
are moving things to get their work done. To the author of this thesis, understanding and
controlling motion of things are of great interest, that leads him into this research.

In industry, components are moved and processed in a factory in order to be built
to a final product. Hereafter, the term ’transport’ is used to refer to the action of mov-
ing objects between different processes, e.g. on a conveyor. Whereas the term ’posi-
tioning’ is for the action of driving an object to reach a designed position or to follow a

5
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pre-defined trajectory in a process such as printing, cutting, milling, bonding etc. The
definitions of transport and positioning are different since the purposes are different,
however, they both have the same qualitative requirement: objects’ motion need to be
controlled. Then the term ’handling’ is used to refer to the action of controlling objects’
motion in general.

Looking into the history of industry development, the demand for handling objects
has existed for a very long time. Pyramids could not have been there if there was not a
method to move and place construction stones into position. Because of this huge de-
mand, many principles have been invented and applied in industry. For transport, fre-
quently the principle of using belts and/or rollers can be found. In some cases, especially
when the handled object is not fragile and can easily be polluted e.g food industry, and
chemical industry, employing vibrating conveyors has been considered to be the best
option. For some specific tasks, where orientation and precision are highly required, a
robot can be used as a transporter. Similarly for positioning, various systems have been
developed for this purpose. Depending on the requirements of the working space and
precision level, different concepts have been used, from motors and screw drives for a
large positioning stage in a CNC machine to piezo actuators and compliant mechanism
for a small stage of a microscope.

Since the world keeps moving, new products come into life, thus new demands for
handling objects arise continuously. The targeted objects of the handling principle pre-
sented in this thesis are thin substrates. These require to be highly cared while handling
since they are fragile and susceptible to being polluted. In order to illustrate the new
demand of handling such an object, following, two examples are presented.

The first example is in semiconductor industry where integrated circuits are pro-
duced. Most of the processes in this industry deal with silicon substrates, which are
called ’wafers’. Typically, after being sliced from a grown mono-crystalline cylindrical in-
got, a wafer has an diameter of 300 mm with a thickness of about 0.75 mm (Figure 1.1a).
Then it goes through several processing steps (up to hundreds of steps) before being cut
into small pieces and packaged into final chips. Nowadays, the smallest feature of a chip
is 14 nm (data in 2014). Moreover, effort is being made in order to achieve even smaller
feature size [5]. Consequently, the cleanliness level of the fabricating environment is re-
quired to be higher and higher due to the fact that smaller features are more susceptible
to contamination. Because of this, all the possible contamination sources are being ex-
amined. As stated in [7], mechanical contacts between wafers and handling tools have
been identified to be one of the contamination sources.

Even though the front side of the wafer has been treated and monitored carefully re-
garding its cleanliness, about 0.5-1% yield loss of product is incurred with a systematic
pattern shown in Figure 1.1b. As explained in [7], small amounts of metal-ion contam-
ination have been created on the back side of wafers due to mechanical contacts with
handling tools, e.g. the three lift pins. During some processing steps, 30% off this con-
tamination is transferred from the back side of a wafer to the front side of another one.
This impact has been observed even when the stainless steel lift pins are exchanged by
non-metallic pins. Different solutions have been considered to solve this problem. Of
course, from the author’s point of view, an obvious solution is to develop handling tools
for wafers that do not require any mechanical contacts.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: A 300 silicon wafer used for making chips (source Intel) (a), An example pattern of failures caused
by particles originated from mechanical contacts (source [7])(b)

The second example illustrating the demand for contactless handling systems is in
solar cell industry. In this field, the main driver is not the feature size but the cost reduc-
tion. Still, avoiding contamination is important, but less a problem compared to the pre-
vious example. Instead, the concentration is focused on the efficiency of material use, of
which silicon material contributes approximately 57% to the cell price nowadays (data
in 2014) [1]. It is obvious that a more efficient use of silicon can be achieved by reducing
the thickness of the silicon substrate. This is the reason why the decreasing trend of the
silicon substrate thickness has been recorded in the period 1990-2014, which is shown
in Figure 1.2. In this graph, it can be observed that the thickness has not been reduced in
the period 2008-2014. As explained in [1], because of the lower market prices for silicon
substrate, the same thickness has been preferred to be used in order to not increase the
breakage on production lines. However, as shown in Figure 1.3, the reducing trend of
substrate thickness is predicted to continue in the next period due to the expected tight
silicon market situation. As mentioned explicitly in [1], one of the requirements for the
enabling of thickness reduction is to have innovative handling concepts. Again, the han-
dling principle presented in this thesis is highly promising for the applications in this
field.

Presented above are just two examples illustrating some of the advantages of using
a contactless actuation system for handling thin substrates. Besides these examples,
there are many more to be found in literature that stimulate researchers to work on these
contactless systems.
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Figure 1.2: Reduction of the silicon substrate thickness used in solar cell industry in the past (source
Fraunhofer PSE AG 2015)
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Figure 1.3: Expected trend for the reduction the silicon substrate thickness in future (source [1])
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1.2. Different contactless actuation principles
This section presents several different principles that have been described in literature
for developing a contactless actuation system. Not intended to present a quantitative
comparison, it has been written as an illustration how contactless actuation systems are
attractive to researchers. Also, it gives an overview picture of the technologies to one that
wants to develop a contactless actuation system for her own application.

Historically, the first demand for having a contactless actuation system is to avoid
dry friction between two solid objects. Without dry friction, motion of an object can
be controlled more precisely due to the absence of the stick-slip effect. Without contact
between solid objects, the wear process is eliminated, resulting in a reduction of mainte-
nance costs, e.g. one of the reasons for the development of Maglev trains. More recently,
as presented above, a contactless actuation system is demanded to be used as a handling
tool so that the contamination source from mechanical contacts can be eliminated, and
the likelihood of breaking thin substrates can be reduced. In another field, microassem-
bly (for instance chemical reaction control), because the size of handled objects is at
microscale level, adhesion forces such as electrostatic, van der Waals, surface tension
forces become dominant and challenging to deal with. Therefore, using a contactless
actuation system is considered to be the most promising alternative for this task.

Typically, a contactless handling system requires forces for two functions: levitation
(bearing) and propulsion (motor). The levitation function is required as an action of
making the handled object free from gravity, whereas the propulsion function is about
controlling object’s motion while it is levitated. In literature, the main differences be-
tween systems are how the forces are created and for which function they are used. Fol-
lowing, a brief review of different force types used in this field is presented. At the end of
this section, Table 1.1 summarises different force combinations that have been used in
developing a contactless actuation system.

Electromagnetic force is one of the contactless force types that has a long history of re-
search. Therefore it is not surprising that electromagnetic forces have been used widely
in this field of contactless actuation system.

Electromagnetic force is a result of the interaction between electric and magnetic
fields. Depending on how these fields are configured, which is highly various, two main
types of forces can be generated between two objects: reluctance force and Lorentz force.
Reluctance force is an attracting force created on an ferromagnetic object when an elec-
tric current is fed to a coil that is winded around a nearby ferromagnetic yoke (Figure
1.4a). It is highly non-linear. Approximately, this force is proportional to the current
squared and inversely proportional to the distance squared (defined from the mover
to the yoke with the assumption that their surfaces are flat and parallel). In contrast,
Lorentz force can be considered to be linear in the operating stroke, and proportional to
the controlling element, current. It is created when a current is fed to a coil that is in-
serted in a magnetic field as shown in Figure 1.4b. For a more detailed understanding on
electromagnetic physics and its applications, readers can refer to [45] where the matters
in this topic are presented in a nice engineering and systematic way.

The limitation of electromagnetic force is mainly determined by the allowable ther-
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Figure 1.4: Reluctance force (a), Lorentz force (b)

Figure 1.5: The principle of electrodynamic suspension. Repulsive forces are created by the interaction
between the two magnetic fields. The first field is from a strong permanent magnet, the second one is from

the Eddy current induced by the change of the first field. (source [42])

mal dissipation in the coil, which is usually high. Therefore, the achievable force den-
sity (force per unit of mass) of an electromagnetic actuator is very high. This makes
both types of electromagnetic forces suitable for either levitation function or propulsion
function of a contactless actuation system. However, since the reluctance force oper-
ates on a relatively shorter distance and is single-directional, it is more frequently used
for levitation, e.g magnetic bearings. In contrast, because of the possibility of control-
ling the commutation between different coils (see [45] for details), Lorentz force can be
generated over a long stroke. Also, because of the linear property, it is more suitable for
propulsion function, e.g linear motors.

For some special cases, e.g. high speed motion of a Maglev train, repulsive forces that
are caused by the interference between two magnetic fields can be used for levitation as
well [42], [19]. Illustrated in Figure 1.5, in this concept, which is called electrodynamic
suspension, the first magnetic field is generated by either strong permanent magnets or
superconducting magnets that are attached on the mover. The second magnetic field in
this figure is from the Eddy currents flowing in a conducting plate placed at the stator,
induced by the change of the first magnetic field, which is caused by the movement of
the mover. At a sufficiently high speed, the levitation function can be realised stably
without any controllers.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.6: Electrostatic forces just after supplying voltages: top figure for conducting materials, bottom figure
for dielectrics (a), electrostatic forces used for propulsion function (b) (source [23])

In literature, it can be found that many contactless actuation systems have been de-
veloped using electromagnetic forces. Whenever dry friction needs to be eliminated
from a controlled motion system, electromagnetic forces could be considered for ob-
taining the contactless property. However, there is one requirement that makes them
not suitable for all applications: functional components need to be attached to the han-
dled object, or, at least, handled objects have to be made of ferromagnetic or electrically
conductive materials.

Electrostatic force is another contactless force type that has been used for contactless
handling applications. First published by Coulomb in 1784, it has been described as the
forces that electric charges exert on each other.

Illustrated in Figure 1.6a, when non-zero opposite voltages are applied at two elec-
trodes, the handled object is electrically polarised such that an attracting force is gener-
ated, which is the summation of electrostatic forces induced between the charges in the
electrodes and the object. Compared to electromagnetic force, the restriction of the used
materials is not that tight for an electrostatic force to be created. However, the electrical
resistivity of the object’s material plays an important role in the dynamic response of the
resultant force [23]. For electrical conducting materials, the polarization is affected in-
stantly by a change of the applied voltages due to the fact that electrons can move freely
in conductors. For dielectric materials, which are slightly conducting, it takes a much
longer time for the polarization to be steady. Shown in Figure 1.6a, just after the voltages
are supplied, the polarization is stronger in the middle area of the object because the
path of the electric field here is shorter. Therefore, in order to enhance the dynamic re-
sponse, in literature, it is frequently observed that the electrodes are divided into smaller
sections when the object is made of low conducting materials.

For developing a contactless actuation system, electrostatic forces have been used
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for both levitation and propulsion functions. Shown in Figure 1.6b, the levitation func-
tion is obtained by the force that is distributed over the overlap area between the object
and the electrodes. In contrast, the propulsion force can be created only at the boundary,
when the activated electrodes are misaligned with the object. The limitation of electro-
static force is determined by the maximum intensity of the electric field that can be cre-
ated in an environment such that sparking electric discharges do not occur. For an exam-
ple, in a typical atmospheric environment, the maximum intensity is about 3 ·106 Vm - 1.
The resulting levitating force density is approximately 40Nm - 2, which is just sufficient
for lifting a 0.7 mm thick substrate. Since the propulsion force is only generated at the
edge of the handled object, it can achieve a much lower level, in the order of one hundred
of μN (achieved on a 200 mm diameter wafer [25]) .

It has been proven that a contactless handling system can be built, fully based on
electrostatic forces [24] [25] [58]. The benefit of using only electrostatic forces is that the
system is able to be operated in vacuum environment. However, for obtaining a stable
levitation function, it requires to have feedback controllers, which are usually compli-
cated to design because of, first, the coupling between two functions that are created by
the same set of electrodes, second, the delayed polarization that depends strongly on the
substrate material properties and the operating environment, e.g. humidity. Therefore,
there are also systems that use electrostatic forces only for propulsion, in combination
with another principle such as air cushion for levitation [14], [37].

Ultrasonic vibrations have been used as the sources of forces for contactless handling
systems that operate in an environment filled with air or fluid. In literature, two distinct
principles can be found: using the squeeze film effect and using standing waves.

The first principle, which is sometimes called near-field acoustic levitation, is more
based on fluid dynamic effects than acoustic effects. First presented with theory and
experiments in 1964 by Salbu [44], the so-called squeeze bearing was able to levitate
objects with a vibration source. Figure 1.7 can be used as an explanation of this prin-
ciple. When the gap between the object and the levitating system is oscillated with a
sufficiently high frequency, the gas in this gap can be considered to be trapped, having
no time to escape. The relation between the pressure and the volume of this trapped
amount of gas can be described as a curve of an isothermal gas. Because of the differ-
ence in pressure between the compression and decompression, the resulting average
pressure is higher than ambient, thus the levitating force is created as an integration of
this pressure. Since this effect is originated from the compressibility of the film medium,
this principle works only with gas.

For contactless handling applications, this type of force is mainly used for the levi-
tation function. Being comparable to conventional air bearings, the achievable levitat-
ing force from this principle is very high, more than sufficient for lifting thin substrates.
For the propulsion function, for transport applications, it is usually obtained by con-
trolling the vibration source to travel along a conveyor [18], [51], [41], [21], [59]. With
this method, a propulsion force density can be achieved in the order of 0.3−0.5Nm−2

[18], [59]. For applications where the objects are required to be kept in place, propulsion
function need to be created by another principle such as using vacuum nozzles for small
objects (small force) [40], or using tactile shoulders for large objects (not fully contact-
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Figure 1.7: The principle of squeeze film levitation. Because of the difference in pressure between the
compression and decompression, the resulting average pressure is higher than ambient (source [40])
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Figure 1.8: Levitation using acoustic standing wave principle. Small objects can be trapped slightly under the
pressure nodes (source [54])

less) [39].

In contrast, the second principle of employing an ultrasonic vibration source can
be applied in both air and fluid environment due to the fact that it is based on sound
standing waves. The first experiment illustrating this principle has been presented in
[57]. This principle can be explained by Figure 1.8. Using a sound source in combination
with a reflector, that is ideally placed with a distance of a multiple of half wavelength,
standing waves can be created. Shown in this figure, on the centre axis, the pressure
of the fluid presence with nodes and anti-nodes. Because of this, a small object can be
levitated in a region that is slightly under every pressure node. Furthermore, because
the axial velocity of the fluid is highest at the pressure nodes and radially reduces toward
outside, a slight vacuum pressure is created with Bernoulli effect that pulls the object
into the centre axis. As a result, the object is trapped by a sound standing wave.
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Figure 1.9: Four types of forces can be generated with an air flow. Mainly depending on the thickness of the
gap h, the normal force can be created as the result of one of three different phenomena. The fourth type of

force is the viscous traction force of the air flow inside the gap, acting tangentially. (adapted from [16])

Until now, this principle is applicable for small objects that have a weight in the or-
der of a few grams. The Bernoulli vacuum created in this configuration is very limited,
resulting in small lateral forces. In order to move the object in three spacial degrees of
freedom, researchers usually arrange the actuator pairs in different directions such that
the object is trapped by different standing waves at the same time [35], [15], [36]. More
recently, using just one array of acoustic sources, a holographic field of sound has been
generated, successfully in manipulating an object by actuation forces created on one
side [33].

Air flow is the final force source presented in this section that has been used for con-
tactless handling applications. With an air flow depicted in Figure 1.9, four types of
forces can be created on this object: three in normal direction and one in tangential
direction.

Depending on the operating conditions, especially the thickness of the air gap, the
force in normal direction can be created as the result of one of three different phenom-
ena. Firstly, when the air film thickness is sufficiently small such that the flow in the film
is laminar, the pressure distributes over the full overlap area between the object and the
system, resulting in a levitating force which is equal to the integral over the surface of this
pressure. This is the principle that is used in conventional air bearings. The achievable
force is therefore very high. However, in contactless applications, this type of forces has
been used for levitation function only.

Secondly, with a larger film thickness, when the velocity of the air flow is sufficiently
high, the Bernoulli effect can result in an attracting force that is able to lift an object
from the top side (in this figure this force directs downward). In literature, this force type
is usually for the levitation function. In addition, as demonstrated in [26], the Bernoulli
effect created by strong air jets can be used as a source that generates potential flow fields
for the propulsion function.

Thirdly, when the film thickness further increases, a repulsion force is again created
on the object, caused by an (inertia) impact of the air jet. In the field of developing a
contactless actuation system, this type of forces has been used widely for both levitation
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and propulsion functions. Shown in [26], [30], potential flow fields are created and con-
trolled such that their impact can be used to move an object while it is levitated on an air
bearing like table. Using this concept, the propulsion force depends strongly on the ob-
ject’s shape, as well as its thickness. Reported in [26], the highest force of 20.8·10−3 N has
been achieved on a H-shaped object that has 9 mm thickness with planar dimensions of
39×33mm2. However, the propulsion force reduces to about 1 ·10−3 N, when handling
a thinner (0.7 mm) object that has similar planar dimensions.

For handling thin objects, the concept of tilted air jets has been used more often.
With inertia forces created by tilted air jets, both levitation and propulsion function can
be produced. This design has been used for many different sizes, from small objects [12],
[50], [20], [60] to large objects [6], [9]. With this principle, the achievable propulsion force
is in the order of 25 N for a flow rate of one cubic metre per second [9].

The fourth type of force that can be generated by an air flow is viscous traction force,
acting tangentially (Figure 1.9). This type of force has been used to drive the spindle
of some high-speed rotary systems for micro machining applications [8], [10]. For po-
sitioning applications, viscous traction force of an air flow has been also used for the
propulsion function successfully [52],[56]. This thesis presents a further study on using
viscous traction force for the applications of positioning thin substrate. Presented later
in Chapter 3, an experiment shows that the propulsion force can be achieve in the order
of 350 N for a flow rate of one cubic metre per second.

Summarised in Table 1.1 , in order to provide the reader with an overview of this
contactless actuation topic, different principles found in literature are presented as the
combinations of the force types used for levitation and propulsion functions.
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Propulsion function

Electro-
magnetic

Electrostatic
Ultrasonic-
travelling
wave

Ultrasonic-
Standing
wave

Air Bernoulli
Air jet (iner-
tia)

Air viscous

Bearing
function

Electro-
magnetic

[27], [45] (1) - - - - - -

Electrostatic - [24],[25] - - - - -

Ultrasonic-
Squeeze
film

- - [41],[18] - - - -

Ultrasonic-
Standing
wave

- - - [57],[33] - - -

Air bearing [45](1) [14],[37] - - [26](2) [26](2), [30]
[56],[53],[8],
[10]

Air Bernoulli - - - - - [40] -

Air jet (iner-
tia)

- - - - - [12],[9],[6] -

Table 1.1: Summary of contactless principles have been researched in literature
(1) The number of publications in these boxes does not reflect the applicability of the principles. The references
have been chosen because they are representative for that particular concept.
(2) The propulsion function of this principle is originated from the Bernoulli effect, that is used to generate an
air flow field. The actual propulsion function is from the air flow inertia force for thick objects, and viscous
force for thin objects.
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1.3. Research objective
The research presented in this thesis focuses on the principle of using the viscous trac-
tion force of a thin film flow to actuate a thin substrate, while it is levitated by the bear-
ing force created by the same thin air film. Stimulated by the promising results of using
this principle for positioning applications [56], the goal of this research is determined to
be "Exploring the principle by investigating different potential concepts, studying the
achievable performance regarding two main aspects: the ratio of force to flow rate,
and the dynamic response of the force".

The exploration is determined to be, firstly, classifying embodiment variants of the
principle. Secondly, performance metrics need to be proposed for the assessment of
different embodiments. Thirdly, predictive models are required to be developed so that
the performance limits of different embodiment variants can be determined, thus a fair
comparison can be achieved. Fourthly, in order to validate the models, experiments are
necessary to be performed, both on static and dynamic aspects. Finally, based on the
developed models, design charts can be set up for such a contactless actuation system.

1.4. About this thesis
The exploration is presented in this thesis with the following structure. After the first
chapter where the motivation is addressed and a study on different principles is pre-
sented, with the knowledge gained by studying the former work, the principle explo-
ration can be started and is presented in Chapter 2. Firstly, it introduces different con-
cepts that can be used to control the propulsion forces. Secondly, a geometric optimisa-
tion for the ratio of force to flow rate is obtained based on an analytical model. Finally,
different concepts are compared, taking the optimum performance of each one. Also in
this chapter, a promising concept has been chosen for further research, deforming the
bearing surface by the tilt motion of small sections.

Chapter 3 presents the experimental results verifying the predictive model, confirm-
ing the validation of the optimisation. Also, because it is necessary to have a more de-
tailed and comprehensive model in order to predict more accurately the system’s be-
haviour, the development of a numerical model is described in this chapter.

While the main studying objects in Chapter 2 and 3 are single DoF actuators, Chapter
4 explores the actuator designs that can be used to develop a planar DoF system. It anal-
yses the influence of the design properties such as actuator shape, and the inlet/outlet
area on the system performance. Then, the design guideline for such a contactless actu-
ation system can be developed.

In chapter 5, focus shifts from the static performance to the dynamic behaviour. The
possibility of improving the dynamic response is one of the reasons for the concept of
tilting bearing surfaces to be chosen for further research. This will be interpreted in
Chapter 5. First, it describes the mechanical structure of an experimental setup, which
is named ’Flowerbed’. Then, the design decisions are made, based on the results of both
static and dynamic prediction. Finally, Flowerbed is realised and its overall dynamic be-
haviour is predicted, including pneumatic and mechanical aspects.

In line with the story, Chapter 6 presents experimental results of the measured dy-
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namic behaviour of Flowerbed.
Closing this thesis, Chapter 7 summarises the most important results obtained in this

work. And as usual, there are still remaining challenges and questions for future research
on this topic. These are also addressed in this final chapter.



2
CONCEPT EXPLORATION AND

COMPARISON

In this chapter, first, the principle of using viscous force of a thin air film flow to actuate
a thin substrate is briefly reinterpreted. Then, some new possibilities for controlling this
force are introduced. The performance of these concepts will be analysed and optimised
based on the relation between the generated force and the consumed flow. Finally a
comparison between some of these concepts will be presented.

2.1. Actuation using an air film
As introduced briefly earlier, the actuation principle that is focused in this thesis is to
use the viscous traction force of an air film flow to actuate a thin substrate. In air bearing
applications, viscous force is not beneficial since it represents friction loss. However, if
the bearing surface is modified deliberately, this force can be increased and controlled,
in order to be used for the propulsion function of a contactless actuation system [52].
Shown in Figure 2.1, one way to modify the surface to obtain the motor function is to
partly recess the surface with a pocket in the order of several tens of μm. The inlet and
outlet grooves are located inside this recess, at two opposite sides. Each recess with the
surrounding dam can be identified as one actuator cell. A demonstrator based on a mod-
ification of this concept has been built successfully in the research of Wesselingh [56].
Although in [56] the inlets and outlets were arranged somewhat differently, the basic
principles were still similar, thus could be explained using Figure 2.1.

In [56], typically, the actuator cell was square in shape and had a size of 10mm ×
10mm. The size of the recess was chosen to be 8mm× 8mm, resulting in a dam width of
2 mm. The recess depth was chosen to be 20 μm. With this actuator geometry, and a pair
of inlet/outlet grooves located on opposite edges, a force is generated on the substrate
when a pressure difference (p+ −p−) is applied between the inlet and outlet. Analysing
one cell, the force density (force per unit area) is characterised as:
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Figure 2.1: By modifying the bearing surface, the viscous traction of a thin film flow can be used to actuate a
substrate. The force created by each actuator cell is proportional to the pressure difference (p+ −p−) and the

depth of the recess (β−1)h.

F = 1

L

(β−1)h

2

(
p+−p−)

(2.1)

in which (β−1)h is the depth of the recess. And in [56], the force was controlled by
varying the pressure difference using proportional valves.

Next to the propulsion function, the bearing function can also be produced by the
same air film. This bearing function is defined as a combination of two properties: the
bearing load capacity and the bearing stiffness. The load capacity is resulted as an in-
tegral of the pressure over the bearing area. It represents the capability of carrying the
object’s weight. For the applications of handling thin objects, the required load capacity
is usually small, in the order of tens of Pa, thus it can be achieved easily.

The second property of the bearing function, the bearing stiffness, is required in or-
der to keep the fly height stable. Additionally, this distributed stiffness is also used to
prevent mechanical contact, even if the substrate is not initially flat. Similar to a con-
ventional air bearing, a positive bearing stiffness can be realised by placing an additional
flow restrictor at the inlet so that the inlet restriction is higher than the outlet restriction.
Because of this asymmetric design, an actuator cell shown in Figure 2.1 can generate
force in just one direction.

In order to develop a multi DoF actuation system, two alternatives was considered
in [56]. The first one was to use multi-directional cells in which the flow can be con-
trolled by a multi-port (proportional) valve. Using this method, however, resulted in a
challenge: the bearing stiffness was more difficult to be ensured. The restriction of an
air port must be increased whenever it is used as an inlet and reduced when it is an
outlet. Furthermore, at the crossover moment while switching the flow direction, the
flow is zero, the bearing stiffness therefore becomes zero. The second alternative was
to construct a multi DoF system based on clusters of single DoF actuators. Each cluster
consisted of three or four actuator cells that were arranged in such a way that each cell
could generate force in a different direction. Compared to the first option, this method
was simpler, therefore was selected in the research of Wesselingh. The main disadvan-
tage of this method was that only a part of the area could be used to create force for each
direction.
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Figure 2.2: The concept of using porous media to generate bearing function separately

A study on the previous research has been performed and presented in Appendix A.
Starting form the knowledge gained in this previous study [56] a concept exploration for
this actuation principle will follow.

2.2. Different concepts
From Equation 2.1, it can be observed that the traction force created by an actuator cell
is proportional to the depth of its recess and the difference between the pressure at the
inlet and outlet. In other words, the force can be controlled by varying either the supply
pressure or the recess depth. A combination of pressure control and geometry control
can be used as well. However, to make a clear comparison, the concept exploration of
this contactless actuation principle will be divided into two main groups: pressure vari-
ation concepts and deformable surface concepts.

2.2.1. Pressure variation concept
This group of concept uses valves to control the inlet/outlet pressure in order to generate
the required force on the substrate. The bearing surface is fixed as designed. The con-
cept implemented in the demonstrators of the previous research belongs to this group.
Learned from [56], there are two main disadvantages affecting this concept. Firstly, for a
multi DoF system, at any moment the effective force is created only by a quarter of the
active area. The other three quarters produce balanced forces and mainly contribute to
the bearing function. The second disadvantage is the complex air supply manifold that
is required for the connection between the actuator inlet/outlet points and the external
controlling valves. This pipe network is the main contributor to the pressure dynam-
ics. With a length of approximately 120 mm for each channel in the manifold of the last
demonstrator of [56], the resulting frequency response implies a bandwidth limitation of
the pressure controller at around 120 Hz (see Appendix A). For a bigger manifold, which
must be used for a system that handles larger substrates, this bandwidth might be lower
because of the longer channels that result in the higher order dynamic behaviour of the
air flow to occur at lower frequencies.

For a multi DoF actuation system, compared to the method of using clusters of ac-
tuators in [56], the surface area can be used more efficiently. One of the alternatives is
to separate the bearing function and the motor function. In the application of handling
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thin substrates, the required bearing load capacity is quite low. Furthermore, from the
analysis in the previous research, the resulting bearing stiffness is very high, more than
sufficient. Using a smaller area to produce the bearing function is therefore more effec-
tive. For instance, the bearing function can be concentrated at the dam area instead of
distributed on the full surface of the actuators. As shown in Figure 2.2, one of the possi-
ble solutions is to employ porous media in constructing the dam as a separate bearing
entity with its own pressure supply. Because the substrate is already levitated at a sta-
ble fly height by this bearing system, the restriction at the inlet and outlet points can
be designed to have an equally low value. The inlet and outlet points are therefore in-
terchangeable so that one actuator cell can generate force in various directions. More
importantly, with a separated bearing entity providing positive stiffness continuously,
actuator cells can change the force direction without care of stiffness loss while switch-
ing the flow direction. Additionally, when no traction force is required, the traction air
flow across the pocket can be turned off, thus the air flow can be used more efficiently.

A preliminary analysis of different configurations using this concept shows promis-
ing results for the static behaviour. However from the dynamics point of view, if external
valves are still used in combination with a manifold, the controller bandwidth is not im-
proved. In order to enhance the control bandwidth, further research and development
are required. For instance, small and fast proportional valves need to be developed so
that they can be integrated closely to the actuator surface, in order to eliminate the lim-
itation caused by the air flow dynamics in the manifold.

2.2.2. Deformable surface concept
In contrast to the pressure variation concept, the deformable surface concept varies the
traction force by deforming the bearing surface while keeping the supply pressure con-
stant. As an example, Figure 2.3 illustrates how a force can be controlled in one DoF by a
deformable surface. The bearing surface is created with two groups of elements that are
able to move up or down in a range of tens of μm. The inlet and outlet supply pressure
are kept at a constant level. In the neutral operating point (F = 0), these two groups are
controlled to have the same height. When a force is required, for instance towards the
right hand side direction, the elements located at the right side of the inlets move down
simultaneously, resulting in an increase of the viscous traction force generated by the
flow across these elements. As a result, the total net force will be non-zero and directed
towards the expected orientation. With this method, the force can be controlled without
any external (proportional) valves. This concept does not suffer the limitation caused
by the pressure dynamics of the manifold because the force controlling components are
designed at the same position where the force is actually generated.

Moving a part of the bearing surface up and down is not the only feasible concept. In
fact, this up-and-down concept is suitable only for a single DoF application. Organizing
the up/down elements including the inlet and outlet ports for a full planar DoF actuation
system is a challenge. Instead, the bearing surface can be deformed differently in order
to achieve a similar effect. Figure 2.4 illustrates an actuation surface consisting of bend-
able elements, for instance actuated by bending piezo. The bending motion can be used
to control the traction force while the pressure source and sink are kept at a constant
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Figure 2.3: Deformable surface concept-Up/down congiguration

level. However constructing a deformable surface with bendable wings is complicated
and expensive.

Another configuration, the "flowerbed" concept, is therefore introduced as shown
in Figure 2.5. Each actuator cell (hexagonal shape) has one inlet point positioned at its
centre. The air is supplied from the base through a flexible stem, and returned at the
edges of the cell through a vacuum chamber. These stems are mechanically connected
together by an intermediate plate. Any in-plane movement of this plate relative to the
base will uniformly tilt all the actuator surfaces. Thus the traction force can be controlled
by the position of this intermediate plate.

The performance of this tilting configuration can be further improved with a modifi-
cation of the inlet. In order to increase the efficiency of the actuator area, porous media
can be used to (virtually) move the inlet. Shown in Figure 2.6, instead of one central in-
let point, the whole actuator surface serves as the inlet by means of porous media. The
air is provided through the supplying gap underneath the actuator surface. During the
tilting motion, the thickness of this gap changes resulting in a movement of the virtual
inlet point. For instance, when the actuator tilts to the right hand side direction, the
thickness of the the left part of the supplying gap increases, resulting an increase of the
air flow coming from the left part of the porous media to the bearing gap. In this situa-
tion, the shift to the left side of the virtual inlet point will help in reducing the flow while
generating the same force compared to the simple tilting configuration. The benefit of
shifting the inlet point is illustrated in the analysis presented in the next section.
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Planar DoF system
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Figure 2.4: Deformable surface concept-Bending configuration

Outlet
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Inlet
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Figure 2.5: Deformable surface concept-(Simple) tilting configuration
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Figure 2.6: Modified tilting configuration can be used for further improvement from the simple tilting
concept. In this configuration, the supplying gaps help in virtually moving the inlet points in the bearing gap.

For instance, when the actuators tilt to the right hand side direction, the thickness of the the left part of the
supplying gaps increases, resulting an increase of the air flow coming from the left part of the porous media to

the bearing gap. This results in a shift to the left side of the virtual inlet point, that will reduce the flow while
generating the same force compared to the simple tilting configuration.

2.3. Optimal design

This contactless actuation principle has been invented with the purpose of preventing
contamination that might be created by any mechanical contact. The air used in this
type of systems therefore must be clean. Because clean air is costly, the static perfor-
mance of an actuation system is evaluated based on the ratio of the force density to the
flow density. The force density and the flow density are defined as the force and the flow
per unit area of the array of actuators. In other words, after normalising to the surface
area, the system that gives higher force for the same flow rate will be judged to be more
efficient.

In this section, the static performance of these concepts is analysed, mainly based
on the motor function. A full comparison of different concepts including the bearing
performance will be presented in the next section. Because the main interest is the static
performance, it will not be discussed in this section how the force is controlled (pressure
variation or deformable surface). The analysis is presented in two different groups of the
bearing surfaces: the step like surfaces and the tilting surfaces. For each study, both the
incompressible flow model and the compressible flow model are used.

In order to compare different concepts, it is sufficient to start with single DoF actua-
tors. Therefore, the actuators in this analysis are assumed to have an infinite width (the
dimension in y-axis in all the figures). Besides, the inlet and outlet ports are assumed
to be infinitely small so that the flow path length will be equal to the actuator length
(the dimension in x-axis). The outlet restriction Ro is assumed to be zero, resulting in
an outlet pressure (in the air film) p− identical to the vacuum supply pressure pv. This
assumption is made because in practice the outlet restriction is desired to be as small as
possible in order to minimise the pressure drop over this restrictor so that the vacuum
source can be used efficiently.

The mathematical model has been developed based on the thin film lubrication as-
sumptions. It is valid when the flow can be assumed to be laminar and "zero-slip"
boundary conditions are applied. The pressure is assumed to be constant with respect
to the film height. The pressure distribution p can be described using the Reynolds’
equation for a thin film [11]. For single Dof, we have:
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∂

∂x

(
−ρH 3

12η

∂p

∂x
+U

ρH

2

)
= 0 (2.2)

in which the pressure distribution p is a function of x that needs to be solved. H is
also a function of x and expresses the film thickness. U is the in-plane velocity of the
substrate relative to the actuation system. η is the dynamic viscosity of air, and ρ is the
air mass density.

In the application area for this principle, contactless thin substrate handling and po-
sitioning, the substrate speed is small compared to the speed of the air flow. Presented in
Chapter 3, an example of the air flow velocity is in the order of tens of meter per second,
much higher than the required substrate’s velocity of a typical positioning application.
Therefore it is acceptable to assume that the substrate is stationary (zero speed relative
to the handling system).

Again, since the carried object is just a thin substrate, the required load capacity of
this bearing system can be assumed to be exactly zero:

w =
∫

(p −pa)d A = 0 (2.3)

in which p is the pressure distribution in the air film, pa is ambient pressure. It should
be noted that the zero load capacity assumption has been made in order to represent
that the substrate is levitated with zero acceleration in normal direction. For a thicker
(heavier) substrate, this assumption can still be made with an offset of pa.

With the assumptions that have been made, the motor function of a contactless ac-
tuator can be analysed with the pressure distribution obtained by solving:

∂

∂x

(
− H 3

12η

p

RgT

∂p

∂x

)
= 0 (2.4)

in which the air density has been described as p
RgT . The air is assumed to be an ideal gas,

and the air film is considered to be isothermal so that the air density is proportional to
the pressure p.

The boundary conditions used to solve Equation 2.4 are the zero load capacity con-
straint and the assigned outlet pressure (p−). With the obtained pressure distribution,
the force density can be derived:

F = 1

L

L∫
0

−H

2

∂p

∂x
d x (2.5)

Also from the obtained pressure distribution, the flow density can also be derived.
For convenience, it is chosen to be calculated at the inlet, as the sum of the flows through
the left and the right domains:

ṁ = 1

12ηL

p+

RgT

(
H 3 ∂p

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x↗xinlet

− H 3 ∂p

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x↘xinlet

)
(2.6)

in which xinlet is the location of the inlet.
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Figure 2.7: Actuator geometry used for the analysis

2.3.1. Step surface analysis
An actuator that has an infinite width and a cross-section as shown in Figure 2.7 is in-
vestigated. The length of the actuator and its recess are L and αL respectively, 0 <α< 1.
The fly height h is defined as the distance from the highest point of the system (the dam)
to the substrate. β describes the ratio of the film thickness in the recess domain to the
fly height, β≥ 1. For the step surface actuator, the film thickness function H in Equation
2.4 is a constant. H = h for the left domain of the inlet (dam) and H = βh for the right
domain (pocket).

Incompressible flow model When the pressure difference in the system is relatively
small compared to ambient pressure, the air can be assumed to be incompressible. In
other words, this assumption is valid only in the operating condition that the vacuum
supply pressure pv is closed to ambient pressure pa. With this assumption, the air den-
sity is constant, Equation 2.4 becomes:

∂2p

∂x2 = 0 (2.7)

The pressure distribution p in the air film is a linear decrease from the inlet pressure p+
to the outlet pressure p− (Figure 2.10). The load capacity per unit area can be derived:

w = 1

L

L∫
0

(p −pa)d x =p++p−

2
−pa (2.8)

Note that all the pressure symbols express absolute pressure values.
From the zero load capacity assumption, the inlet pressure p+ can be calculated:

p+ = 2pa −p− (2.9)

The outlet restriction has been assumed to be zero, thus p− can be substituted by pv.
Then, the force density and the mass flow density can be obtained:

F = 1

L

(β−1)h

2
(p+−p−) = (β−1)h(pa −pv)

L
(2.10)

ṁ = pa

RgT

h3

6ηL2

(
1

1−α
+ β3

α

)
(pa −pv) (2.11)
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Figure 2.8: The efficiency graph obtained with the incompressible model. The efficiency is maximal at
α= 0.89 and β= 4

For a desired force density F∗, the required actuator length L∗ needs to be:

L∗ = (β−1)h

F∗ (pa −pv) (2.12)

Substitute this L∗ into Equation 2.11, the mass flow density is required to be:

ṁ∗ = pa

RgT

hF∗2

6η(pa −pv)

(
1

1−α + β3

α

)
(β−1)2 (2.13)

With a desired design fly height h and a defined vacuum pressure pv, for any values
of the desired force density F∗, the required flow density is minimal when the last term
of Equation 2.13 is minimized. This occurs when α= 8/9 and β= 4. Figure 2.8 shows the
efficiency of the system for various α and β. This graph can be used to identify the op-
timum geometry parameter for different cases. For instance, in the symmetric up/down
deformable surface concept (α = 0.5), the recess depth should be designed to have a
value of 2.2 times of the designed fly height (β= 3.2).

Substitute the optimal parameters α= 8/9 and β= 4 into Equation 2.10 and 2.11, the
force and flow density will be:

F = 3h

L
(pa −pv) (2.14)

ṁ = pa

RgT

h3

ηL2

9

2
(pa −pv) (2.15)
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Figure 2.9: The limit performance curve of the optimum geometry of a step surface actuator (incompressible
model). For a given actuator length L, when the relative vacuum supply pressure (pa −pv) increases, the force
and flow density will increase linearly following a straight line. Assuming that ambient pressure is 100 kPa, the
the relative vacuum pressure is limited to 100 kPa due to the fact that the vacuum source is naturally limited
to 0 Pa absolute. Therefore, the straight line stops at a point on the curve that is called the limit performance

curve.

Limit performance graphs can be obtained for different fly heights using these for-
mulas. Shown in Figure 2.9 is the graph for a fly height of 10 μm. If the actuator length L
is designed to have a fixed value, which is true in practice, and when the vacuum supply
pressure is equal to ambient pressure, both the force and flow density are zero. When
the relative vacuum supply pressure (pa −pv) increases, the force and flow density will
increase linearly following a straight line. Assuming that ambient pressure is equal to
100 kPa, the the relative vacuum pressure is limited to 100 kPa due to the fact that the
vacuum source is naturally limited to 0 Pa absolute. Therefore, the straight line stops at
a point on the curve that is called the limit performance curve. Indeed, for a fly height of
10 μm, it is not possible to design a system that will result in a combination of the force
density and the flow density inside the shaded area of this graph. This limit performance
curve has been obtained by calculating the force density and flow density with the equa-
tions 2.14 and 2.15 while varying the length L. It will be lower if the relative vacuum
pressure supply is limited to a smaller value.

Apart from presenting the limitation for different working conditions, this graph also
helps to design a contactless actuation system. For instance, if a vacuum source is spec-
ified with a limit vacuum pressure and the flow rate at that operating point, the graph
can be used to determine the length of the actuator that will generate the highest force
density.
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Figure 2.10: The pressure distribution difference between the incompressible model and the compressible
model (zero load capacity)

Compressible flow model For high values of (pa−pv), i.e. 100 kPa, the curves in Figure
2.9 are not correct because the incompressible assumption is no longer valid. It is nec-
essary to use the compressible flow model for the analysis. The air density term in the
Reynolds’ equation cannot be treated as a constant any more. For compressible media,
leaving out all the constant terms, Equation 2.4 becomes:

∂

∂x

(
−p∂p

∂x

)
= 0 (2.16)

Applying the boundary conditions p = p+ and p = p− at the inlet and outlet respectively,
the pressure distribution p can be solved. Not a linear drop of the pressure p from the
inlet to the outlet, the result of Equation 2.16 is a linear drop of p2. The load capacity per
unit area can be derived:

w = 2

3

(p+2 +p+p−+p−2
)

p++p− −pa (2.17)

Figure 2.10 illustrates a result of the pressure distribution p. In this Figure, the inlet
pressure p+ has been calculated from the zero load capacity constraint regarding to the
supply vacuum pressure pv (p− is substituted by pv):

p+ =−1

2
pv + 3

4
pa + 1

4

√
−12pv

2 +12papv +9pa
2 (2.18)

Because of the non-linearity of the pressure distribution, the resulting inlet pressure
p+ is smaller compared to the one obtained with the incompressible model. This results
in a reduction of both the force density and flow density. They can be calculated:

F = 1

L

(β−1)h

2
(p+−pv) (2.19)

ṁ = (p++pv)

2RgT

h3

12ηL2

(
1

1−α
+ β3

α

)
(p+−pv) (2.20)

in which p+ is obtained from Equation 2.18.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison between the incompressible model and the compressible model. In this graph,
using the incompressible model, for a given actuator length, when the relative vacuum pressure increases up

to the limit value, e.g. 100 kPa, both the force density and flow density increase linearly (black-dash line for
L = 10 mm). For the same situation, if the compressible model is used the relation between the force density

and flow density is described by the black-solid curve. It can be concluded that the incompressible and
compressible models are identical when the relative vacuum pressure is low (about 20 kPa). The

disagreement between the two models increases with higher levels of the relative vacuum pressure. At 100
kPa, even though the limit curves obtained by the two models are close, the results are different (the reason

for the two separate points on this limit curve obtained by the two models with the same length L = 10 mm).

The optimized geometry parameters are found using the same strategy as used in the
previous study for incompressible media: searching for the geometry parameters α and
β to maximise the force density for a given mass flow density. And perhaps surprisingly,
they are still 8/9 for α and 4 for β. With this set of parameters, performance limit graphs
can be built based on the compressible flow model.

Shown in Figure 2.11 is the performance limit graph for a fly height of of 10 μm. As
expected, for small values of the relative vacuum pressure, the results obtained by the
two models are close together. The disagreement increases when the relative vacuum
pressure (pa −pv) increases. It can be observed in this graph that the limit curves for the
two models are very close when (pa−pv) = 100 kPa. However, it cannot be concluded that
both models give the same result in this condition. When the relative vacuum pressure
(pa−pv) increases, using the compressible model, the increase of the force and the flow is
not linear any more. Therefore, for any point on this curve, the length of the actuator that
is required may be different depending on the model. In practise, the graph obtained by
the compressible model is recommended to be used to design a contactless actuation
system.
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Figure 2.12: Tilt actuator geometry used for the analysis

2.3.2. Tilt surface analysis
In this study, a tilting actuator that has an infinite width and a cross-section as shown
in Figure 2.7 is investigated. The length of the actuator is defined as L. α determines
the location of the inlet, 0 < α < 1. The fly height h is defined as the distance from the
highest point of the system to the substrate. β describes the ratio of the maximum film
thickness in the actuator to the fly height, β≥ 1.

Incompressible flow model The analysis for the tilting actuator also starts with incom-
pressible media model. Assuming the air incompressible, its density is independent
from the pressure. Leaving out all the constant parameters, the Reynolds equation for
the air film (Equation 2.4) becomes:

∂

∂x

(
−H 3 ∂p

∂x

)
= 0 (2.21)

in which H is a function of x represents the fly height distribution H = h +x (β−1)h
L .

Applying the boundary conditions p = p+ and p = p− at the inlet and outlet respec-
tively, the pressure distribution p can be solved. Then the inlet pressure p+ is calculated
regarding to the vacuum pressure p− and ambient pressure pa with the constraint of
zero load capacity. The resulting equations are long and not very useful to be presented
here. Instead, they are used to derive three examples of the pressure distribution of the
air film in a tilting actuator as shown in Figure 2.13. It can be observed that with the
zero load capacity constraint, the resulting inlet pressure p+ is dependent on the inlet
location (α). It is higher when the inlet moves to the high side of the actuator. The force
density and the flow density then can be obtained using the solved pressure distribution.
The result of force density is:

F = 1

L

(β−1)h

2
(pa −pv) (2.22)

It is interesting to observe that the force density equation does not depend on α.
That means the resulting force of a tilting actuator is not dependent on the location of
the inlet even though the resulting inlet pressure p+ is. Compared to the force of a step
actuator, which is not dependent on the inlet location either, the generated force from a
tilting actuator is half if they have a same step height (defined as the distance from the
lowest point to the highest point). Because of the similarity between the tilting actuator
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Figure 2.13: Pressure distribution of a tilt actuator for different inlet locations (incompressible model, zero
load capacity)

and step actuator, the same optimization strategy has been implemented for the tilting
actuator. The result of this optimization is shown in Figure 2.14. The highest efficiency
is achieved with α = 0.73 and β = 7. For the case that α is required to be 0.5, e.g. bi-
directional tilting configuration, β should be equal to 5.5.

With the optimal geometry parameters, the limit graphs for tilting actuators can be
built. Shown in Figure 2.15 are the curves for two cases. One is for the freely chosen inlet
position and the other is for the inlet at the centre (α= 0.5). This figure shows the benefit
of the movable inlet configuration as discussed in the previous section.

Compressible flow model It is necessary to use the compressible flow model to analyse
the tilting actuator when it is operating with a high value of the relative vacuum pressure.
Leaving out all the constant components, the Reynolds equation for a compressible air
film in a tilting actuator is:

∂

∂x

(
−H 3 p∂p

∂x

)
= 0 (2.23)

Because of the presence of the pressure squared in the result of Equation 2.23, it is
not possible to derive the inlet pressure p+ symbolically from the zero load constraint
equation. Therefore, a numeric result has been obtained, only for the case of central
inlet point (α = 0.5). Unlike for the step surface actuator, the force density for a tilt-
ing actuator derived with the compressible model is identical to the one obtained with
the incompressible model (Equation 2.22). This means the force density still increases
linearly with the increase of the relative vacuum pressure (pa −pv) for any value of the
actuator length L. This interesting phenomenon will be visited again later in Chapter 4
with a general mathematical proof for 2 DoF tilting actuators. In addition, the optimal
parameters are also different if the compressible assumption is used. For instance, the
numeric result shows that β should be equal to 5 when α= 0.5 (instead of 5.5 using the
incompressible model).

Figure 2.16 shows the difference of the limit curves obtained by the two models for
a fly height h = 10 μm. When pv is closed to ambient pressure, the results are compara-
ble. The mismatch increases when the relative vacuum pressure (pa−pv) increases. The
limit curves obtained with compressible assumption are higher because the calculated
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Figure 2.14: The efficiency graph of tilting actuators obtained with the incompressible flow model. The
efficiency is maximal at α= 0.73 and β= 7
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Figure 2.15: The performance limit curves of tilting actuators obtained with the incompressible flow model
for two cases: One is for the freely chosen inlet position, then the optimum α= 0.73 can be used; and the

other is for the inlet required to be at the centre due to the symmetric reason.
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Figure 2.16: The performance limit curves of tilting actuators with central inlet point (α= 0.5). The
disagreement between the two models increases when the relative vacuum pressure (pa −pv) increases

flow density is smaller while the force density is similar compared to the incompressible
model.

2.4. Comparison

2.4.1. Motor function comparison
Before the concept comparison is presented, it should be noted that all the numerical
results of the analysis above have been obtained with the assumptions of zero load ca-
pacity and atmospheric ambient pressure. Because of that the maximum relative pres-
sure (pa − pv) has been considered to be limited to 100 kPa. In reality, this is not the
absolute limitation, for instance when it is possible for the system to operate in higher
ambient pressure or with an opposite transport section (higher pa, resulting in higher
relative vacuum pressure). Although it is possible to extend the study for these cases, for
simplicity, the comparison is presented with a typical set of operating conditions: the
designed fly height is 10 μm, bearing load capacity is zero, the relative vacuum supply
(pa −pv) is 50 kPa.

With the analysis described above, different concepts that have been introduced in
2.2 can be compared. Figure 2.17 shows the limit curves for different concepts in iden-
tical operating conditions. The best curve is from the step surface actuator when both
geometry parameters α and β are optimised. This array of actuators however can gener-
ate a force in only one direction because of the asymmetry between the inlet and outlet.
For a bi-directional system, the simplest option is to arrange two single-directional ac-
tuators opposite. This results in the limit curve that is lowest in this figure due to the
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Figure 2.17: The comparison between concepts using the compressible model

fact that only half of the area is used for each direction. In contrast, the deformable step
surface concept can be used to make a bi-directional system. In this configuration, be-
cause α needs to be 0.5, the limit curve is lower. However, its performance is still better
compared to using pairs of opposite optimised actuators. Also shown in this figure, the
deformable tilt surface concept is not as good as the deformable step surface concept.
It is however much simpler to structure for a three planar degree of freedom actuation
system.

2.4.2. Bearing function comparison
In order to make a full concept comparison, the bearing function also needs to be inves-
tigated. It has been stated in [56] that for a given supply pressure the maximum bearing
stiffness can be achieved when the inlet restriction Ri is chosen to be equal to the actua-
tor restriction Ra. This statement is true however not useful because the pressure supply
ps can be freely selected based on the load capacity constraint and is not theoretically
limited. Indeed, from the study in the previous section, as long as the thin substrate
floats on top of the contactless actuation system, the force is determined by the relative
vacuum pressure only. The positive pressure is required to keep the substrate levitated
(maintain a constant load capacity). In theory, the pressure supply can be designed to
have a very big value. Together with a corresponding inlet restriction for the load con-
straint, the resulted stiffness can be higher than the one found in [56]. Following is a brief
mathematical proof for this statement. Then a strategy of designing the inlet restriction
in practise will be proposed. Finally, the bearing performance of different concepts will
be compared.

For simplicity, the stiffness analysis is presented for the step surface actuator with
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Figure 2.18: Flow schematic of an actuator

the assumption of incompressible media. Considering a step surface actuator in Figure
2.7, its equivalent flow schematic can be presented as in Figure 2.18.

With the incompressible assumption, the volume flow is preserved. At the design fly
height h = h0, the balance flow equation is:

ps −pv

Ra(h0)+Ri
= p+(h0)−pv

Ra(h0)
(2.24)

in which Ra(h0) and p+(h0) are respectively the restriction of the actuator gap and the
inlet pressure at the designed fly height. p+(h0) is defined by the zero load capacity
constraint, p+(h0) = 2pa −pv. Equation 2.24 can be written as:

ps −pv

Ra(h0)+Ri
= 2(pa −pv)

Ra(h0)
(2.25)

For a small variation of the fly height from the designed value, the inlet pressure will
change. And thus the load capacity will change. This variation in load capacity as a
result of a change in fly height is equal to the bearing stiffness. Using the balance flow
equation, the inlet pressure when the substrate flies with a height h can be calculated:

p+(h) = ps −pv

Ra(h)+Ri
Ra(h)+pv (2.26)

The bearing stiffness per unit area at the designed fly height h0 can be obtained:

k̄(h0) = −d ¯w(h)

dh

∣∣∣∣
h=h0

= −1

2

d p+(h)

dh

∣∣∣∣
h=h0

(2.27)

=− dRa(h)

dh

∣∣∣∣
h=h0

Ri(ps −pv)

2(Ra(h0)+Ri)
2 (2.28)

Combine with Equation 2.25, the stiffness at the designed fly height becomes:

k̄(h0) =− dRa(h)

dh

∣∣∣∣
h=h0

(pa −pv)
Ri

Ra(h0)(Ra(h0)+Ri)
(2.29)

Note that the actuator restriction Ra(h0) and its derivative dRa (h)
dh

∣∣∣
h=h0

at the designed fly

height h0 are dependent only on the actuator geometry. From this equation, the maxi-
mum stiffness is obtained when the last term is maximised.

k̄(h0)max =− dRa(h)

dh

∣∣∣∣
h=h0

(pa −pv)
1

Ra(h0)
when Ri →∞ (2.30)
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Figure 2.19: Comparison between the step surface actuator and the tilt surface actuator for the stiffness per
unit area at different fly heights. Ri is fixed at designed values: designed height is 10 and 20 μm when

ps = 300 kPa and pv = 50 kPa. With this method of selecting Ri for the substrate to fly at the designed height
when the (assumed) maximum pressure is applied, the maximum bearing stiffness can be achieved (for this

specified operating condition). As presented in this graph, if the load changes, for instance by an out-of-plane
external force, the fly height will change, thus the bearing stiffness changes accordingly.

In words, the inlet restriction should be as big as possible in order to maximise bear-
ing stiffness. The supply pressure ps needs to be correspondingly increased to generate
a sufficient inlet pressure p+ for the substrate to fly with the designed height. This state-
ment also holds for the tilt surface actuator. Furthermore, it is still true when the bearing
stiffness is derived with the compressible assumption.

In practise, the pressure supply will be the limiting factor. In order to maximise the
bearing stiffness, the inlet restriction should be chosen such that the substrate can fly
with the designed height when the maximum supply pressure is applied. For a compar-
ison, the supply pressure is assumed to have a maximum level of absolute 300 kPa. As
shown in Figure 2.19, the bearing stiffness of different concepts is compared given the
operating condition that (pa −pv) = 50 kPa.

In this graph, for each type of actuator, the inlet restriction is first calculated for a
designed fly height, e.g. 10 and 20 μm. The bearing stiffness is then obtained for differ-
ent fly height (compressible model) while the inlet restriction is fixed with the designed
value. For the step surface actuator, even though it has been stated that the stiffness is
dependent on the actuator geometry, within the condition of the pressure supply, the
calculated inlet restriction changes such that the system will give the same stiffness be-
haviour. In other words, if ps and pv are constrained the maximum stiffness is indepen-
dent of the geometry parameters α and β. In contrast, for the tilting surface actuator, the
stiffness behaviour relies on the actuator geometry. Presented in this figure is the stiff-
ness of a tilt surface actuator with α= 0.5 and β= 5, the parameter set for the optimum
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Figure 2.20: Fly height and stiffness per unit area for different supply pressure values. Ri is fixed at designed
values: designed height is 10 and 20 μm when ps = 300 kPa and pv = 50 kPa. The substrate starts to fly up
when ps reaches a value that makes the load capacity to change from negative to zero. After that, the fly

height continuously increases in order to maintain the zero load capacity constraint.

motor function. A final remark for this graph is that the y-axis represents the stiffness per
unit area that is independent of the actuator length. This means the stiffness behaviour
of an actuator array is similar for every point on a limit curve of the motor function,
which has been presented in previous sections.

The graph in Figure 2.19 shows the stiffness variation when the fly height is changed
because of a load capacity deviation, for instance an out-of-plane external force or an
out-of-plane acceleration. In a contactless actuation system, the fly height and the stiff-
ness also change when the supply pressure is varied. In Figure 2.20, the resulting fly
height and the corresponding bearing stiffness are depicted when the supply pressure
is increased from 100 kPa (pa) to 500 kPa. The inlet restriction is fixed with the value
that is designed for the substrate to fly with a height of 10 μm when ps = 300 kPa and
(pa − pv) = 50 kPa. The substrate starts to fly up when ps reaches a value that makes
the load capacity to change from negative to zero. After that, the fly height continuously
increases in order to maintain the zero load capacity constraint. It can be observed that
the stiffness is very small when the substrate just starts to fly up. The reason is that in this
situation, the actuator restriction Ra is extremely big compared to the inlet restriction Ri,
a small perturbation of the fly height cannot change the result of the inlet pressure p+.
Similar reason can also be used to explain the low stiffness when the fly height is large,
Ra becomes too small compared to Ri. From the stiffness analysis, it can be concluded
that the stiffness performance of all concepts are comparable.
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2.5. Conclusion
In this chapter, first, different concepts have been introduced that can be used to build a
contactless actuation system using the viscous traction force of an air film. The possible
advantages and disadvantages of each one have been described. Second, a mathemati-
cal model has been developed in order to characterise the performance of each concept.
It is based on both incompressible and compressible assumptions in order to build a bet-
ter understanding of the principle. Making use of this model, the optimum geometry for
each concept has been found. It does not only help in designing a system that can gener-
ate the largest force for a limited flow rate but also in determining the theoretical limit of
the viscous traction force principle. With the optimal parameter sets, different concepts
have been compared in regard of the static performance. For a single-directional system,
the best performance is from the static step surface concept. For a bi-directional system,
the best choice would be the deformable step surface that has a moderate performance
and is simple to manufacture. Of course with some modifications, the static step surface
concept can be used to structure a bi-directional system. However, it will be either more
complex or have less performance. For a three planar degree of freedoms system, be-
cause of simplicity and feasibility, the deformable tilt surface is most suitable even if its
performance is slightly lower than the deformable step surface. In addition to analysing
the motor function, the bearing function has also been studied. Within the same oper-
ating conditions, the stiffness created by all concepts is very high and comparable, and
certainly sufficient for practical applications.

Next to characterising the performance of different concepts, a guide line of design-
ing a contactless actuation system has been proposed. To summarise, it consists of three
steps:

1. Step 1: The operating fly height is chosen considering the manufacturability of
aspects such as tolerance, flatness and roughness.

2. Step 2: The length of each actuator in the array is determined using the perfor-
mance limit curve for the designed fly height in step one. In any application, the
active area is limited by the substrate area. With the specifications of the vacuum
supply on the pressure level and the maximum flow rate at that level, the vacuum
pressure pv and the flow density can be defined. From this information, the limit
curve can be obtained. Using this curve, the actuator length can be designed in
order to achieve a desired force. Note that smaller actuator gives higher force, but
manufacturing small actuators is more expensive and challenging. This step can
be modified to determine the required vacuum supply for a specific application.

3. Step 3: The inlet restriction is chosen such that the substrate can fly at the designed
height when the pressure and vacuum supply are applied with their practical lim-
its. This inlet restriction will guarantee the highest bearing stiffness that can be
created by this system.
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NUMERICAL MODEL AND

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In the previous chapter, an analytical model has been developed in order to predict the
static performance of a contactless actuation system, based on Reynolds equation for
thin film media. Using this model, the actuator geometry has been optimised such that
the air consumption is minimised for a required force. To make reliably use of this op-
timisation for designing, this model needs to be validated. This chapter presents an ex-
perimental validation as well as some model improvements.

3.1. The tilted air bearing experiment
Because of the combination of the performance and the feasibility, the tilting deformable
surface concept has been chosen for the further development of a three planar degree
of freedom contactless actuation system. Therefore, an air bearing with statically tilted
surface sections has been built as an experimental setup for the validation of static per-
formance, focusing mainly on the achieved force and the consumed flow.

3.1.1. Setup description
Shown in Figure 3.1 is a sketch of the tilted air bearing (not to scale). Its realisation is
illustrated in Figure 3.2. The setup’s components are:

Bearing part The tilted bearing is made of aluminium using conventional milling. It
consists of seven sections that are structured like a stair with a designed step height of
25 μm. Each section has a length of 10 mm and a width of 60 mm. This size of the bearing
is designed for it to be fully covered by a 100 mm diameter wafer. An inlet groove is
designed at the middle of each step. Outlet grooves are located at the sides. Every groove
has five holes connected to the manifold. Four of them are used to evenly distribute
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Figure 3.1: Schematic cross-section view of the tilting air bearing (not to scale)
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Figure 3.2: Photo of the realised statically tilted air bearing setup
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Figure 3.3: Measured surface topology of the tilted air bearing

the air flow to/from the actuator. The remaining hole links to a sensing channel of the
manifold that is used to measure the pressure at the grooves (p+ and p−).

The bearing surface topology has been measured with a white light interferometry
instrument. As shown partly in Figure 3.3, the surface quality is not perfect but good
enough for the validating experiments. The resulting step height varies from 24 μm to
26 μm.

Restrictors All the inlet and outlet grooves of the bearing part are connected to the
manifold through capillary tubing. The outer diameter and the length are chosen to be
1.6 mm and 14 mm respectively. For the outlets, the only function of these tubes is seal-
ing (combined with O-rings). The inner diameter of the outlet tubes is therefore chosen
to have the biggest value that is available, 1 mm. In contrast, the function of capillary
tubes at the inlets is to increase the flow restriction in order to create a positive bear-
ing stiffness on the floating substrate. The inner diameter of the inlet tubes is chosen
to be 0.38 mm. As stated by the tubing supplier, the inner diameter tolerance is ± 0.013
mm, resulting a relatively large deviation of the calculated restriction, ±12% for 0.38 mm
tubes. Furthermore, the flow inside the inlet restrictor is purely turbulent, the Poiseuille
equation for the flow resistance cannot be used to choose the length and the inner di-
ameter of the inlet restrictors. Therefore, they have been dimensioned according to an
experimental restriction measurement. The inlet restriction is designed to be approxi-
mately equal to the actuator restriction when the fly height is 10 μm.

Manifold The manifold used in this experimental setup has been made with an ad-
ditive manufacturing method, Polyjet 3D printing. This printer has two jetting heads
that projects outlines of the part, layer by layer. One head sprays a photo-polymer liq-
uid, which get cured almost instantly by an UV lamp, and creates a solid, plastic-like
model as desired. The other head injects support material that is like wax and needs to
be washed away afterwards. This manufacturing method is cheap and fast, but suitable
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Figure 3.4: Transparent front view of the manifold

only for a small and simple manifold. The support material inside the canal system is
very difficult to be removed if it is long and has a complicated structure.

Shown in Figure 3.4 is the (transparent) front view of the manifold. It consists of one
pressure supply channel, one vacuum channel and two sensing channels. The diameter
of the supply and vacuum channels is relatively big compared to the restrictors’ diameter
(10 mm for the main section and 3 mm for the branches) so that the manifold restriction
is negligible. Thus it is valid to measure the supply and vacuum pressure (ps and pv) at
the entrances of the channels (outside the manifold). Next to these main channels, there
are two sensing channels that are used to measure the pressure at the grooves (p+ and
p−), one for the inlets and one for the outlets. Each groove is connected to a channel
through an activating valve that is set by a screw. With this structure, only two pressure
sensors are required to measure all the pressure values in the grooves. Because all the
measurements obtained with this setup are static, it can be considered that there is no
flow that goes through these sensing channels (blocked by the sensors). Therefore, the
pressure drop over the sensing channels is zero, thus the read out values from the sensors
are identical to the pressure at the grooves.

Sensors There are three types of sensors used in this experimental setup. A force sen-
sor is placed at one side of the setup to measure the generated force from the tilting
air bearing (Figure 3.2). It is a Futek sensor, model LSB200 s-beam load-cell, and has a
force measuring range from -0.2 N to 0.2 N. In order to measure the flow rate, a mass
flow sensor has been placed in series with the setup at the supply side. This flow sensor,
AWM720P1 from Honeywell, can measure a flow up to 200 SLPM. The pressure is mea-
sured with MPX pressure sensors from Freescale. These sensors are available in various
ranges, from tens of Pa to several Bars. In order to achieve high accuracy, four different
sensors have been chosen that have just wide enough range to read the pressure levels
in different channels of the manifold.

3.1.2. Experimental result
With this statically tilted air bearing, the static performance has been obtained. The first
experiment is to measure only the achieved force and the flow rate. The measurements
of the fly height and the pressure distribution in the air film will be presented in the
later sections. In this experiment, the vacuum pressure pv is kept at a constant level,
i.e. 75 kPa absolute. The supply pressure ps is increased from ambient pressure, 100 kPa
absolute . When the supply pressure reaches 140 kPa absolute, there is no remaining
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Figure 3.5: Result comparison between measurement and prediction. The operating conditions is
pa −pv = 25 kPa. ps is varied, and is sufficient to make the wafer fully levitated.

contact between the wafer and the bearing surface. In Figure 3.5, the resulting force
and the flow rate are shown when the wafer is fully levitated. From the result, a force
density of 23.8 Nm−2 can be achieved with a relatively low vacuum supply. This force
can generate a acceleration of 10 ms−2 on a substrate that has 1 mm thickness.

In the measurement result, it can be observed that when the supply pressure in-
creases, the force decrease whereas the flow increases. One might think this contradicts
the analysis in Chapter 2 where it has been stated that the traction force is dependent
only on the vacuum supply. Actually, in that analysis, the zero outlet restriction assump-
tion has been made for simplicity. That assumption however, has limited validity in re-
ality. The practical outlet restriction is small but not zero. When the supply pressure is
increased, the fly height increases. This results in a significant increase of the flow due
to the fact that the flow is proportional to the fly height to the third power . Therefore,
the pressure drop over the outlet tube increases because of its non-zero restriction. As
a result, the achieving force slightly reduces. As shown in Figure 3.5, when a non-zero
value is used for the outlet restriction in the analytical model, this trend of the result has
been predicted.

From the result shown in Figure 3.5, there are a large quantitative difference between
the analytical prediction and the measurement. This makes sense since the analytical
model does not take into account the effect at the edges of the system where the air goes
in or out without generating force in the desired direction. In addition, in the analyt-
ical model the inlets and outlets are assumed to be infinitely small while in reality the
grooves’ area takes approximately 20 % of the total surface. In order to have a better
prediction, an FEM model has been developed, and is presented in the next section.
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3.2. Numerical model development
In order to predict the performance of the tilting air bearing more accurately, a FEM
model has been developed based on Reynolds equation for thin film flow. The geome-
try of the bearing surface has been implemented directly into the model, including the
grooves’ geometry. The edge effect is easily taken into account by setting the outer edges
to have a fixed value, ambient presure pa. At the inlets and outlets, the mass flow equa-
tions are entered:

ṁinlet =
ps +p

2RgT

ps −p

Ri
(3.1)

ṁoutlet =
p +pv

2RgT

p −pv

Ro
(3.2)

where Ri and Ro are the inflow and outflow resistance respectively.
The fly height h0 determination is realised using∫

(p(h0)−pa)d A = 0 (3.3)

The result of this FEM model is presented in Figure 3.5. Compared to the result ob-
tained by the analytical model, the predicted force is much closer to the measurement.
Indeed, bacause the edge effect is taken into account, the effective area, on which the
force is generated, is better estimated. However, the predicted flow is still far off from the
measurement result. This is caused by an incorrectly calculated fly height. Two possibil-
ities of the wrong prediction for the fly height have been considered. First, the restriction
values in the model might be different from the real restriction. Second, the substrate in
reality is not infinitely stiff, and its deformation due to the pressure difference might lead
to a wrong calculation for the fly height, thus the flow. From this, two improvements of
the FEM model are described.

3.2.1. Model improvement - nonlinear restriction
In Section 2.4.2, it has been explained that when the vacuum supply and the inlet re-
striction are kept constant, if the pressure supply increases the fly height will increase in
order to maintain a constant load capacity, which is required to carry the substrate. This
understanding can be formulated differently: when the pressure and vacuum supplies
are kept constant, the resulting fly height will be smaller if a bigger inlet restriction is
used. In other words, for a fixed operating condition ps and pv, the fly height is depen-
dent on the inlet restriction (and on the outlet restriction).

In the FEM model described above, an experimental value of the inlet restriction
has been implemented, 2 · 109[Pasm−3]. This value is obtained by measuring the flow
while applying a certain pressure difference across the restrictor, i.e. 25kPa. Using the
same method, the outlet restriction has been obtained, 0.1·109[Pasm−3]. However, these
values might be not correct because the measurements have been conducted not with
the exact pressure differences as found in the experiment. Therefore, in the model they
have been multiplied by a constant tuning factor to observe if it is possible to correct the
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flow prediction. With this tuning coefficient, the flow prediction in Figure 3.5 just moves
up or down with a small change of the trend. This method is not suitable for correcting
the flow prediction of the FEM model over the full range of the supply pressure.

The assumption of Poiseuille type of the air flow in the restrictor is not valid in this
experiment. The flow resistance might be better derived from Darcy-Weisbach equation,
for an incompressible flow in a circular pipe the pressure loss can be expressed:

Δp = fD
ρV 2

2

L

D
(3.4)

where ρ is the fluid density, V is the mean flow velocity, L and D are the length and the
diameter of the pipe, fD is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor that can be determined
using Moody’s chart [34] where the friction factor is plotted against Reynolds number
for different values of relative roughness of the pipe.

Since the restrictors used in the setup are commercial tubes, it is very difficult to de-
termine the relative roughness. Furthermore, it might not be valid to treat the air flow
in the restrictors as incompressible. Therefore, the restriction has been measured with
a method that is frequently used to determine the discharge coefficient of an orifice re-
strictor: measuring the mass flow rate (indirectly from the pressure level) while the gas
is discharged from a vessel through the restrictor. With this method, the restriction can
be obtained as a function of the pressure drop over the restrictor. As shown in Figure 3.6,
the measured restriction increases non-linearly when the pressure difference increases.
Using a fitting tool, the measured restriction has been modelled as a function of the pres-
sure difference between the two ends of the restrictor, and implemented into the FEM
model. Shown in Figure 3.5, the predicted flow obtained by this model is much better.
When the supply pressure ps increases, because of the resulting increase of the restric-
tion, the fly height does not increase as much compared to the model with a constant
restriction value. Therefore, the increasing trend of the flow has been improved, to be
more accurate.

There is still a small difference between the prediction and the measurement. One
of the reasons could be due to the deformation of the substrate that has not been mod-
elled yet. Another reason is that the restriction measurement of one restrictor shown in
Figure 3.6 does not represent well all restrictors in the system (60 pieces). Indeed, the
restriction measurement of another randomly chosen "identical" restrictor shows about
10 % difference. This deviation might be caused by either the tolerance of the capillary
tubes or the difference in the cut of each tube. For a 10% deviation of the restriction and
a 4% deviation of the step height (±1μm) added into the model, the simulation result has
covered the experimental result (Figure 3.7).

3.2.2. Model improvement - substrate deformation coupling
This section presents an improved model that takes into account the deformation of the
substrate. This deformation is caused by the non-uniform pressure distribution in the
air film. But also, the pressure distribution is affected by the resulting deformation of
the substrate due to the change of the local fly height. Due to the small film thickness
and the strong dependence of the pressure on this film thickness, a direct non-linear
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operating conditions are pv = 75 kPa absolute and ps = 140 kPa absolute.
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Figure 3.9: The fly height measured at several points shows a remarkable prediction of the fly height profile
produced by the latest FEM model. The operating conditions are pv = 75 kPa and ps = 140 kPa.

solution of the model is complex. However, using a parametric study when the sub-
strate is stepwise reduced from a high value (little deformation) to the actual thickness,
a stable numerical procedure has been found. In Figure 3.8, the predicted profile of the
fly height, which is an combination of the solved average fly height and the substrate
deformation, is shown for the operating case ps = 140 kPa absolute. Compared to the
measured fly height at several points shown in Figure 3.9, this model has produced a re-
markable accurate prediction for the distributed fly height. In addition, from the result
of pressure measurements at the grooves, it can be concluded that the model with de-
formation coupling is also more accurate in predicting the pressure distribution (Figure
3.10). The force and the flow calculated by this model however do not exhibit a signifi-
cant difference. This might be explained by the fact that the deformation only has a local
effect. This improved model shows forces and flows that are close to the experimental re-
sult and the previous, more basic, model, thus confirming the observation that the basic
model without substrate deformation is sufficiently accurate to predict force and flow.

This simulation also explains clearly why the substrate starts flying when the pres-
sure supply reaches 140 kPa absolute. At this pressure the contact at the edge of the
wafer is just broken. From the simulation, there are two types of deformation. The larger
one, saddle shape, is caused by the different properties of the pressure and the bearing
stiffness that are distributed in the area near the edges. The smaller deformation, the
waves at the middle area, is the result of the pressure difference between the inlet and
outlet in each segment. In order to reduce the fly height, thus the air consumption, the
design effort should focus on preventing contacts at the edges caused by the global de-
formation. The deformation caused by the in/outlet pressure difference is small for this
substrate, therefore not important.
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Figure 3.10: The FEM model that takes into account the substrate deformation shows a better prediction for
the pressure distribution. The operating conditions are pv = 75 kPa and ps = 140 kPa.

3.3. Conclusion
In this chapter, an experimental setup has been described. The measurement result
shows that the static behaviour of the tilting air bearing has been predicted by the analyt-
ical model based on Reynolds equation for thin film media. However, there is mismatch
between the model and the experiment due to the fact that the analytical model can-
not take into account the effect at the edge where the air flow does not generate desired
forces. A FEM model has been developed also based on Reynolds equation, in order to
obtain a more precise prediction. This latest FEM model has shown that the static per-
formance of a tilting air bearing can be predicted accurately. The prediction has been
verified, not only for force and flow but also for the substrate deformation and the pres-
sure distribution. To summarise, some conclusions can be drawn from this chapter:

• Models developed based on Reynolds equation are efficient to predict the static
behaviour of a contactless actuation system accurately. The prediction has been
verified successfully by experiments.

• With only a good knowledge of the bearing surface geometry, the force can already
be predicted well. However, in order to have an accurate estimation for the fly
height and the flow rate, the restriction of the inlets and outlets must be modelled
as well.

• One of the goals of this experimental setup is to verify the geometry optimisation
based on the analytical model that is developed in Chapter 2. Even though the
analytical model does not produce an exact prediction, it is still valid. Indeed, it
has been developed based on Reynolds equation which has proven to be sufficient
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to model this type of contactless actuation systems. The error of the analytical
prediction is mainly caused by practical factors such as the edge effect and the
non-linear restriction.

• A smaller fly height gives a better performance. ’What is the smallest fly height that
we can realise in practice?’ is an interesting question that has been partly answered
in this chapter. Currently, the fly height is limited by the substrate deformation.

• The developed model has predicted accurately not only the force and the flow but
also the pressure distribution and the substrate deformation. From the deforma-
tion prediction, mechanical contacts occur mostly at the edge of the substrate or
the system due to the low bearing stiffness in that area. Adding a passive air bear-
ing at the edge of the system that compensates for this reduction in bearing stiff-
ness might be a solution in order to further reduce the fly height and the air con-
sumption.



4
ACTUATOR DESIGN FOR A THREE

PLANAR DOF SYSTEM

In previous chapters, predictive models have been developed and validated for a single
directional actuator array. In this chapter, they are used to analyse the static perfor-
mance of a three degree of freedom actuation system. The main goal of this analysis is to
find the optimised design with respect to the shape of the actuator, the size of the inlet
and outlet.

4.1. Actuator design for a three DoF system
Introduced in Chapter 2, a three DoF contactless actuation system can be built by ar-
ranging two DoF tilting actuators into an array. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the planar
translational actuation is produced by tilting all actuators in one direction. The rota-
tional degree of freedom is obtained by the opposing tilting of actuator pairs. In this
section, 2 DoF tilting actuators are analysed with the FEM model based on Reynolds
equation for compressible thin film media, which is described in Chapter 3.

In all numerical studies presented in this section, the outlet pressure p− is assumed
to be constant, e.g. -50 kPa relative. The fly height, defined as the minimal distance
between the actuator and the substrate, is assumed to be 10 μm. The inlet pressure p+
is the result of the constant bearing load capacity constraint. The analysis starts with the

Figure 4.1: A three DoF contactless actuation system can be built by two DoF tilting actuators
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x

y

Figure 4.2: Representing a typical actuator, the region Ω bounded by ∂Ω is used for a mathematical proof,
showing that the force created by a tilt actuator is not dependent on the actuator’s shape.

study on the effect of actuator shape.

4.1.1. Effect of actuator shape
Equation 2.22 (section 2.3) has shown that the force density of a single DoF tilted actu-
ator is proportional to the tilting angle and the relative vacuum pressure (pa −p−). It is
rewritten:

F̄ = 1
l

(β−1)h
2 (pa −p−)

≈ ϕ
2 (pa −p−)

(4.1)

in which ϕ≈ (β−1)h
l is the tilting angle since (β−1)h is the difference in height between

the lowest point and the highest point of a single DoF actuator.
The force density of a single DoF tilted actuator is not dependent on either the actua-

tor size (the length l ) or the inlet location (parameter α). This interesting phenomenon is
observed again with 2 DoF actuators. Following is the mathematical proof for this state-
ment. Consider an actuator that has a freely chosen shape represented by the region Ω

shown in Figure 4.2. Ω is bounded by a simple closed curve ∂Ω and has an area Sa. The
pressure on the boundary ∂Ω is constant, e.g. outlet pressure p−. An inlet is assumed
to be inside Ω in order to generate a sufficient average pressure for the substrate to fly.
This is represented by the equation of the load capacity that has been assumed to be zero
because of the small weight of the thin substrate:∫

Ω
(p −pa)d xd y = 0 (4.2)

When the actuator is tilted with a small angle ϕ, for instance in x-direction, the gen-
erated force can be calculated:

Fx =
∫
Ω
−H

2

∂p

∂x
d xd y (4.3)

in which H is the height distribution, H = h0 +ϕx.
Using the 2D form of integration by parts, we have :∫

Ω
−H

2

∂p

∂x
d xd y =−

∫
∂Ω

H

2
pd y +

∫
Ω

1

2

∂H

∂x
pd xd y (4.4)
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x

y

Figure 4.3: Three different actuators, which have a same area Sa = 10−4 m2, are used in the simulations. Each
actuator has one inlet point, located at the centre. The outlet consists of all surrounding edges.

Because ∂H
∂x is constant for every point in Ω, and from the zero load constraint, the

second term of Equation 4.4 can be equated to 1
2ϕSapa.

On the boundary ∂Ω the pressure is constant, the first term of Equation 4.4 can be
rewritten ∫

∂Ω

H

2
pd y = 1

2
p−

∫
∂Ω

Hd y (4.5)

Using Green’s theorem, we have
∫
∂Ω Hd y =∫

Ω
∂H
∂x d xd y , then∫

∂Ω

H

2
pd y = 1

2
p−ϕSa (4.6)

Finally, the generated force of this tilting actuator can be calculated:

Fx = 1

2
Saϕ(pa −p−) (4.7)

More general, from the proof, it can be concluded that the force density of a tilting
actuator is not dependent on the shape of the actuator, nor on the position of the inlet.
It is proportional to the tilting angle and the relative outlet pressure.

F = F

Sa
= 1

2
ϕ(pa −p−) (4.8)

Furthermore, more interesting, the resulting force is not dependent even on the pressure
distribution. This confirms the observation in Chapter 2 that both the compressible and
incompressible model give identical force prediction for a single DoF tilting actuator.

For the flow an analytical solution is complicated to obtain. Instead, using a FEM
model, two studies have been conducted in order to observe the effect of the actuator
shape. First, the FEM model is used to calculate the force and the flow of three different
actuators when the tilting angle ϕ varies from -4 mrad to 10 mrad. Illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.3, theses three actuators have different shapes but an identical area, Sa = 10−4 m2.
Each actuator has one inlet point, located at the centre. The outlet is the whole sur-
rounding edge. The chosen tilting direction is about the y-axis that generates a force in
x-direction.

The result of this study is shown in Figure 4.4. As it has been found earlier, the force of
these three actuators are identical because of the identical area. In contrast, the resulting
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Figure 4.4: The force and flow result of different actuators. The tilting motion generates a force in x-direction.
Noted that the flow at zero tilt is non-zero. In this figure, it is too small to be visualised clearly.

flow is dependent on the actuator shape. The required flow for the triangle actuator
is smallest in right hand side tilting direction (positive ϕ) but largest in left hand side
direction (negative ϕ).

In the second study, the FEM model is used to calculate the force and flow of these
three actuators when they are tilted in different directions. For each actuator, the study
is conducted in two situations: the inlet is located at the centre point and the inlet is
shifted towards the edge. The tilting angle in this study is chosen to be 4 mrad.

The required flow is different depending on the shape of the actuator and the tilting
direction. Figure 4.5 shows how the flow is affected by the actuator shape, the position
of the inlet and the tilting direction. On average, the required flow of the circular shape
actuator is smallest. This suggests that it is the best shape for two DoF tilted actuators.
In addition, when the inlet location is shifted toward the edge, for some tilting directions
(right hand side directions in this simulation) the required flow is smaller compared to
the case of central inlet. This confirms the analysis in section 2.3.2 where the optimised
inlet location parameter α has been found for single DoF tilted actuators, 0.73. However,
this optimum parameter is only useful for a static actuation system where the force is
required in only one direction. For two DoF actuators, a movable inlet is required in
order to make use of this optimisation. When the actuator is tilted in a direction, moving
the inlet to the high side of the actuator can reduce the flow rate while the produced
force remains constant. If the inlet cannot be designed to be movable, the centre of the
actuator is the best position for the inlet, according to the simulation result.

4.1.2. Effect of inlet and outlet area
From the study presented above, the best shape for two DoF tilted actuators has been
found to be the circular shape. In the following analysis, that shape is used for the study
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Figure 4.5: The flow result for different tilting directions. Simulation conditions:
h = 10μm; pv = 50kPa; ϕ= 4mrad
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on the influence of the inlet and outlet area. The model calculates the force and the
flow of actuators that have the same circular shape and the same size, Sa = 10−4 m2.
The difference is the percentage of the area that is used for the inlet and the outlet. The
pressure in the outlet area is set to be constant, -50 kPa relative. The inlet pressure is
calculated from the load capacity constraint. The chosen tilting angle for this study is 4
mrad. The film height, which is defined as the distance the highest point of the actuator
and the substrate, is 10 μm.

The result of this study is shown in Figure 4.6. The produced force density is not
affected by the the inlet and outlet area. This can be proven analytically by extending the
mathematical proof presented earlier. In contrast, the flow increases significantly when
the area of the inlet and/or the outlet is increased. This can be explained by the reduction
of the thin film area and therefore of the flow resistance in the thin film. Indeed, for
this type of actuator the viscous traction force is generated by only the thin film flow. A
smaller area of the thin film means a smaller active area, resulting a smaller efficiency.

When the inlet area is equal to the outlet area, e.g. 12.5 % or 25 %, the resulting rela-
tive inlet pressure is close to the relative outlet pressure (50 kPa in this study). However,
when they are both 0%, the inlet pressure needs to be very high in order to carry the sub-
strate since the outlet is a full circle while the inlet is just a singular point. In practice,
the outlet/inlet area cannot be zero. For high efficiency the outlet area should be kept as
small as possible. The inlet area should be design to be small as well, but the capability
of the pressure supply needs to be considered. With a larger inlet area, a smaller supply
pressure is required but with a bigger mass flow consumed by the actuator.

4.1.3. Minimise the flow for a required force
The next study presented in this section is to find the operating conditions where the
flow is minimised for an arbitrary required force. In the analysis of a single DoF tilted
actuator (section 2.3), it has been found that the optimum step height is four times the fly
height (β= 5). The step height is defined as the difference in height between the lowest
point and the highest point of the tilted actuator. Similarly for two DoF tilted actuators,
the optimum parameter β does exist and will be found in this study. The circular shape
actuator with 0 % inlet/outlet area has been chosen for this analysis. The efficiency F /ṁ
is calculated when the tilting angleϕ is kept constant and the actuator diameter is varied.
Even though the actuators have different sizes, they produce a same force density due
to the fact that the force density is proportional to the tilting angle (Equation 4.8). For a
constant ϕ, the variation of the actuator diameter results in a variation of the step height.

Shown in Figure 4.7 is the performance coefficient result for different tilting angles.
It can be observed that the maximum performance coefficient is achieved with different
values of the actuator diameter depending on the tilting angle. However, the step heights
of these three optimal cases are identical, 42μm. This strengthens the optimisation re-
sult presented in chapter 2 where the optimal ratio between the step height and the fly
height has been found for different types of single DoF contactless actuator. This study
has been repeated with different values of the fly height. From the result, it is safe to con-
clude that for this two DoF tilted actuator, which has circular shape and 0 % inlet/outlet
area, 4.2 is the optimal ratio (β= 5.2).
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Figure 4.6: The result of the pressure distribution, the inlet pressure, the force density and the flow density
when the size of the inlet and outlet is varied. Simulation conditions: h = 10μm; pv = 50kPa; ϕ= 4mrad
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Figure 4.7: Observation on the performance coefficient of tilting actuators when different force density levels
are required. The maximum coefficient is achieved with different values of the actuator diameter depending

on the tilting angle. However, the step heights of these three optimal cases are identical, 42μm.

With this optimal ratio, limit curves can be obtained for two DoF tilted actuators.
Shown in Figure 4.8 is the limit curve for the fly height h = 10μm. Compared to a single
DoF actuator, the air consumption of a two DoF actuator is approximately double if a
same force density is demanded. In two DoF actuators, half of the flow, that travels per-
pendicularly to the tilting direction, does not contribute in creating force. This waste of
air happens with all multi DoF concepts discussed previously.
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4.2. Static performance of a three DoF system
This section presents the predicted static performance of a three DoF actuation system
that will be described in detail in later chapters, the flowerbed setup. The first goal of
the flowerbed setup is to prove that an array constructed from two DoF tilted actuators
can manipulate a thin substrate in three planar degrees of freedom. The second goal is
to validate the predicted dynamic performance of the tilted actuator concept. Specifi-
cations for the force and the flow of this setup are not defined with a specific applica-
tion in mind. Therefore the dimensions of the actuator array have been chosen mainly
for the convenience of the manufacturing process. However, the bearing surface of the
flowerbed system has been designed with the knowledge gained from the static perfor-
mance studies, in order to achieve the highest practical efficiency.

Depicted in Figure 4.9 is the final design of the flowerbed bearing surface. Firstly,
the hexagonal shape is chosen for the tilting actuators. When a single actuator is con-
sidered, a circular shape actuator with an infinitely small inlet and outlet area gives the
best performance regarding to the relation between the achievable force and the flow
rate. When they are placed into an array, the outlet area cannot be infinitely small any
more because of the unavoidable space between the circular shapes. An alternative that
is close the circular shape therefore has been chosen: hexagon. With this shape, the ac-
tuators can be arranged with a minimised area of the outlet. Of course, in practice the
outlet area cannot be zero because a small gap between actuators is always required for
the constructing process.

Secondly, based initial studies using the developed FEM model, the sealing ring,
which is the outer ring surrounding the field of tilting actuators that always stays static,
has been designed. The function of this ring is to reduce the leaking flow from the envi-
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Figure 4.9: The final designed bearing surface of the flowerbed setup
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Figure 4.10: An illustrating example of the predicted substrate’s deformation. The operating conditions in this
simulation are ps = 200kPa and p− = 90kPa absolute.

ronment (ambient pressure) to the vacuum source. From a substrate deformation study,
contact will occur at the edges of the flowerbed particularly at the corners. Therefore the
corners have been modified in order to reduce the realisable fly height (for a lower flow
rate). Figure 4.10 illustrates an example of the predicted deformation of the substrate
when these corners are not modified. The width of the sealing ring is selected result-
ing from a compromise between reducing the leaking flow and reducing the fly height.
A wider sealing ring performs better in preventing the leaking flow but it also requires a
bigger fly height in order to avoid contacts caused by the substrate deformation. Narrow-
ing this ring, the sealing function becomes worse but a smaller fly height can be realised.

With the designed bearing surface of the flowerbed, the static performance is de-
scribed briefly in Table 4.1 for different vacuum pressures, which is the parameter that
mostly influences the performance of the system. The required inlet pressure p+ is cal-
culated based on the carrying load capacity constraint. In practice, the required supply
pressure ps must be higher than p+ depending on the designed inlet restriction. For this
chosen size of the actuator, the optimised tilting angle is 3 mrad. The force and the flow
presented in this table are calculated with this optimised tilting angle.

Outlet pressure p− (absolute) [kPa] 90 80 70 60 50
Required inlet pressure p+ (absolute) [kPa] 152 191 223 250 274
Maximum force F [mN] 133.5 226.3 398.5 529.8 660
Minimum mass flow ṁ [g s−1] 2.92 5.86 8.74 11.51 14.12

Table 4.1: Predicted static performance of the flowerbed
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4.3. Conclusion
In this chapter, an analysis for two DoF tilted actuators has been conducted in order
to gain more insight into the concept. It helps in designing the bearing surface of a
three degrees of freedom actuation system. The final design of the bearing surface of
the flowerbed setup and its predicted performance has been presented. To summarise,
some conclusions can be drawn:

• Similar to single DoF actuators, the force generated by a two DoF actuator does
not depend on the location of the inlet. It also does not depend on the actuator’s
shape. It is proportional to the actuator’s area, the tilting angle and the relative
outlet pressure.

• The flow is dependent on both the actuator’s shape and the inlet’s location. Also,
it is dependent on the amount of the surface area that is taken for the inlet/outlet.
A higher flow is required when the area of the inlet/outlet increases.

• According to the result of the study when the actuators are tilted in different direc-
tions, it can be concluded that a circular shape actuator with infinitely small in-
let/outlet area has the best performance. However, in reality the hexagonal shape
should be used because the outlet area can be minimised with this shape with a
resulting reduction in flow.

• For two DoF actuators, there is also an optimal ratio between the step height and
the fly height that gives the highest efficiency F /ṁ. With this ratio, performance
limit curves can be obtained. These curves are useful in designing a system with
desired specifications.

• With the gained knowledge from the static performance studies, the bearing sur-
face of a three degrees of freedom contactless actuation system has been designed.



5
FLOWERBED - DESIGN DECISIONS

AND MANUFACTURING

In order to evaluate the performance of the deformable concept in controlling the posi-
tion of a thin substrate, a three DoF contactless actuation system has been developed,
which is named Flowerbed. In this chapter, first the goal of building this setup is de-
scribed. Then a predictive model is developed for the estimation of dynamics perfor-
mance. Finally, the design of Flowerbed and its predicted dynamic behaviour is pre-
sented.

5.1. Contactless actuation system - Motion control

5.1.1. Limiting factors of motion control performance
In a controlled motion system, the performance in terms of accuracy, precision and fre-
quency response is limited by its subsystems’ properties such as the internal dynamic
behaviour of the mechanical system, the performance of the sensing system and the be-
haviour of the actuator (in combination with its amplifier or driver). This thesis focuses
on developing a force actuation system that can be used in a controlled motion system
in which an object needs to follow a pre-defined trajectory with an ability of rejecting
physical disturbances, e.g. vibrations from the environment. For this application, the
performance of an actuation system is determined mainly by two factors: the maximum
force that can be generated and the dynamic response to an input (command) signal.
Of course the output disturbance of the actuation system is also important since it will
contribute to the error of the controlled motion. However, it is not in the scope of this
investigation.

In order to illustrate how these two limiting factors affect the performance of motion
control, the following example is presented. Shown in Figure 5.1, a schematic of a simple
mechatronics system, a force actuator is used to drive a floating mass m = 1 kg to follow
a desired trajectory that is assumed to be sinusoidal with an amplitude xp = 10−2 m. The
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Floating mass
m

1 kg

measurement

Actuator
x

u

F

control signal

Figure 5.1: Schematic of an illustrative example of controlled motion systems

goal is to make this sinusoidal scanning motion achieve as high frequency as possible. In
this example, the distance sensor that is used to measure the position of the body mass
is assumed to be ideal (there is no sensing dynamics involved). Two types of actuation
systems are compared to be used for this application:

Type 1: The force can be produced instantly, but is limited to a maximum value (here
40 N) Theoretically, in this ideal example without other dynamics than the mass, after
closing an extremely high gain feedback loop the mass can follow a sinusoidal trajectory
up till extremely high frequencies, although not at any amplitude. Due to the fact that
the force is maximised, it defines also a maximum acceleration for the given mass. In
the example of Figure 5.1 with a maximum force of 40 N with a desired amplitude of the
sinusoidal trajectory xp = 10−2 m, the highest frequency that the body mass can follow
will be:

flim =
√

Fmax

xp

1

2π
=

√
40

10−2

1

2π
≈ 10Hz (5.1)

For trajectories with the same amplitude at a frequency higher than flim, the required
force becomes larger than the maximum of 40 N, and the body mass cannot follow the
set point anymore. Even though the position controller has been realised with a high
bandwidth, the maximum frequency with which this system can be applied in this ap-
plication is approximately 10 Hz because of the force limitation. In this situation, the
high bandwidth of the controller is beneficial in terms of disturbance rejection as long
as the magnitude of the disturbances are small enough (depends on the frequency) that
they can be reduced sufficiently by the limited force produced by the actuation system.1

Type 2: The force is not limited, but the force response is delayed by a certain amount
(here 0.01 s) When this type of actuator is used, and if there are stoppers at the two
ends, the body mass can move from one side to the other side 100 times in a second, just

1It should be mentioned here that this difference between small signal bandwidth and large signal frequency
limitation is a property of any mechatronic system, however in view of the limited forces of this pneumatic
actuation system the frequency limitation is more severe than with many electromagnetic actuators.
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because of the delay (the force is assumed to be unlimited). In order to track a sinusoidal
reference signal, a controller is required. Shown in Figure 5.2 is the Bode plot of the open
loop system from the control signal u to the position x. The delay of the response force
causes a phase lag, which is proportional to the frequency. At 100 Hz the phase lag is
360o. Assuming that a PD-feedback controller is used, in order to have a stable close loop
system, the controller bandwidth must be realised at a frequency that is much smaller
than 100 Hz, e.g. 10 Hz (approximately). Indeed, the theoretical maximum phase lead
that can be created by a D-controller is 90o, which is equal to the phase lag at 25 Hz for
this delayed system. In other words, for this system it is not possible to realise a stable
PD-controller with a bandwidth that is higher than 25 Hz.

Via this example, it is evident that the performance of a controlled motion system is
dependent on two properties of the actuation system: the maximum force that can be
delivered and the dynamic response of the force. Of these two, the maximum force is
important only when the magnitude of the desired trajectory or of the disturbances are
specified. Whereas the dynamic response is much more important since it might limit
the achievable control bandwidth, resulting in a reduction of the positioning/tracking
performance.

5.1.2. Motion control using a contactless actuation system
Very similar to the illustrative example presented above, in the applications of position-
ing thin substrates, the object, of which the motion needs to be controlled, is a pure float-
ing mass. The thin air film created by the actuation system levitates the substrate and
allows it to move freely (zero stiffness in planar degrees of freedom). Of course, there is
some viscous damping, however that is negligible for the typical speeds in these systems.
Next to this bearing function, a force can be generated and controlled by the actuation
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system in order to drive the substrate following a pre-defined trajectory. This force is the
integration of the viscous traction of the thin film flow that is the result from the pres-
sure difference between the inlets and outlets. As explained in previous chapters, two
different concepts have been introduced to control the force: pressure variation concept
and deformable surface concept. The main goal of this chapter is to characterise the dy-
namics performance of the second concept to observe how it will compare to the first
concept, which has been researched in [56].

Since the maximum force that can be delivered by a contactless actuation system has
been studied in the static performance analysis, the main focus of the following studies
will be on the dynamic response of the created force. Shown in Figure 5.3 is a typical
control strategy for the motion of the substrate. The positioning controller gives force
commands to the actuation system based on the error of the position. Depending on the
requirements on the controlled motion performance, the positioning controller should
be realised at a desired bandwidth. As presented in the example above, the realisable
bandwidth of this controller is strongly dependent on the dynamic response of the actu-
ation system, especially on the phase lag of the responding force.

Figure 5.3: A typical control strategy of a positioning system using a contactless actuation system. The
positioning controller bandwidth depends strongly on the dynamic response of the actuation system

In the pressure variation concept, when the actuation system receives a force com-
mand, air valves are excited correspondingly in order to produce the pressure that is
required for the desired force. The frequency response from the valve excitation to the
resulted pressure is shown in Figure 5.3. Because of the real pole at approximately 13
Hz, which is the dynamics of filling/exhausting air into/from the cavity of the manifold
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through a valve, the phase lag is significantly big even at low frequency. Therefore, an ad-
ditional pressure control loop has been added. The bandwidth of this pressure controller
is limited to about 120 Hz due to the higher order dynamic behaviour of the air flow in
the manifold. With the additional pressure controller, the dynamic response from the
commanded force to the actual force has been improved. However, the phase lag at 120
Hz is still 90o, resulting in a limitation of the positioning controller bandwidth, approx-
imately at 30 Hz. This experimental result has been obtained with a setup that is build
to handle 100-mm diameter wafers. For a larger substrate, a bigger manifold is needed if
this concept is used. The positioning bandwidth might be limited to a lower frequency
due to the fact that the higher order dynamics of the air flow in the manifold occurs at
lower frequency because of the longer channels.

If the deformable surface concept is used, when a force command is given, the actu-
ating elements are excited in order to deform the bearing surface. As it will be presented
in later sections, depending on the chosen mechanical structure of the system, the ac-
tuating elements can be any types of displacement actuators such as piezo actuators,
Lorentz actuators or reluctance actuators. In this concept, the force can be controlled as
the result of the change of the pressure distribution that is caused by the varied distri-
bution of the film thickness. As shown in Figure 5.3, the dynamic response of this type
of system involves two main components: the dynamic response from the actuating ele-
ments to the deformation of the bearing surface (mechanical domain); and the dynamic
response from the change of film thickness distribution (deformation) to the traction
force (thin film flow domain). In the next sections, these two factors are investigated and
the Flowerbed setup is designed with the goal of increasing the dynamics performance
of the created force.

5.2. Thin film flow dynamics
In this section, the study on the dynamic behaviour of the thin film flow is presented.
A contactless actuator works very similar to externally pressurised air bearings, which
have been used widely in precision systems because of their advantages such as low fric-
tion, zero wear and long life. In literature, many studies can be found on both static
and dynamic behaviour of air bearings. In order to design an air bearing, first the static
characteristics should be analysed for the applicability to a specific application, mainly
the properties of load capacity, static bearing stiffness and flow rate. An extensive and
fairly complete study on steady gas films can be found in [16]. The dynamic behaviour is
then analysed in order to complete the bearing design procedure. Indeed, the dynamic
stability of an air bearing is known to be an additional limitation when one is designing
or optimising an air bearing system for a required set of static characteristics. Usually,
in order to increase the static bearing load capacity (for the same supply pressure ps),
a recess is made on the bearing surface as shown Figure 5.4a or a conical shape is used
(convergent gap) as shown in Figure 5.4b. For the second case, it has been proven that
not only the load capacity but also the static bearing stiffness can be increased, partic-
ularly when the gap height is small [47]. However, with the presence of the additional
volume in the film due to the modification, the mass inflow might not be equal to the
mass outflow at the same time interval because of the compressibility of gas. As a re-
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Figure 5.4: The bearing surface is modified in order to increase the static performance

sult, under some conditions, energy can be periodically added in phase with the (out of
plane) motion of the carried object, thus self-excited vibration develops. The possibility
for this instability, which is usually called pneumatic hammer effect to occur seems to
increase with increasing effort in enhancing the static performance [47].

In the history of air bearing development, researches on the dynamic behaviour have
been conducted focusing mainly on two aspects: to understand the pneumatic ham-
mer phenomenon so that the likelihood of this instability occurring can be predicted;
And to be able to predict the behaviour of (self-acting) squeeze films. Following, the
study of pneumatic hammer in literature is summarised. It has been an extremely dif-
ficult task to establish a stability analysis starting from first principles. In early papers,
standard thin film assumptions have been made in order to obtain approximate solu-
tions. The first solutions have been obtained using quasi-static perturbation approach
in which the steady state Reynolds equation is used, combined with dynamic mass flow
balancing [43, 28]. This method could not find accurate stability criteria but it could give
some hints to enhance the stability that has been proven experimentally in [4, 49]. For
a better prediction, researchers started using small perturbations to obtain solutions for
the time-dependent Reynolds equation [29]. Gradually, also with the time-dependent
Reynolds equation, numerical solutions have been obtained also for large amplitude os-
cillations, for both parallel bearing gaps [48] and convergent bearing gaps [38]. Based on
this model, not only the stability criteria of gas bearing can be determined more accu-
rately but also the dynamic behaviour (stiffness) can be improved by means of control,
i.e. support control, conicity control or supply pressure control [2]. All studies described
above have been conducted with the assumption that inertial forces can be ignored. In
literature, research has been published taking into consideration the inertia terms with
a modified Reynolds equation. As presented in [22, 55], these models are complicated
but can produce more accurate results.

Presented above is just a very brief summary of research in this area. Actually, the
dynamic behaviour of externally pressurised air bearings has been studied extensively.
Apart from some quantitative discrepancies, they all show a good qualitative agreement
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Figure 5.5: Tilt actuator configuration

in the conclusion that the likelihood of the instability occurrence is reduced if the recess
volume and the inlet pressure drop (ps −p+) are minimised. In this thesis, since the re-
quirement of the static load capacity is low because of the small weight of thin substrates,
it is not necessary to add a recess on the actuator (bearing) surface. Therefore the insta-
bility analysis is less important in designing this type of contactless actuation system.
Of course, as discussed in Chapter 4, if one wants to use a smaller supply pressure ps, a
recess can be used with the expense of additional air consumption and increase of in-
stability possibility. This is however not in the scope of this research. Instead, with the
absence of recesses, the thin film flow dynamic behaviour study in this thesis focuses on
the dynamic response of the planar force created when the film gap is deformed, partic-
ularly when the actuator surface is tilted (Figure 5.5).

A study on tilt characteristics of centrally fed air bearings has been reported in [3].
Based on the time dependent Reynolds equation, it investigates the tilt stiffness and
damping. In the current analysis, the same approach is applied with the additional step
of obtaining the dynamic viscous traction force in order to observe the force response
of a tilting actuator. The flow in the bearing gap is assumed to be purely viscous, lam-
inar and isothermal so that the Reynolds equation is applicable. The analysis uses the
same actuator geometry described in Chapter 4. It has a circular shape with an area
Sa = 1 ·10−4 m2. The optimised tilting angle is approximately 4 mrad, thus the analysis is
limited to ±4 mrad. Similar to obtaining static solutions, the dynamic force is calculated
from the dynamic pressure distribution, which is the solution of the time dependent
Reynolds equation:
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in which H is a function of x and the tilting angle ϕ(t ), H = hc+ϕx. The tilting motion is
assumed to be about the central point (inlet) so that the average film thickness is hc that
can be defined as the fly height at the inlet point.

In this study, the supply pressure ps is kept constant while tilting. The flow is fed to
the film from ps through an inlet restriction that is assumed to be constant. The solved
variable is the pressure distribution, including the resulting inlet pressure p+. The so-
lution is obtained by three steps. First, using static model, the required supply pressure
ps is calculated for a desired fly height. This step can be done as described in Chapter
3, the Reynolds equation is solved in combination with the zero load condition. Then
this result of ps is used as an input for the second step, calculating the initial states of the
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time dependent solution. Finally, numerical solutions are obtained in time domain with
the input tilting motion ϕ(t ) = Δϕ · cos(2π f t ), Δϕ = 4mrad. In this step, the pressure
distribution and the average fly height hc are solved from Equation 5.3, combined with
the motion equation of the carried mass

mḧc =
∫

(p −pa)d A (5.3)

in this study, m is chosen to be 0.25·10−3 kg, representing 1 mm thickness glass substrate.
Shown in Figure 5.6 is the result of this study for different frequencies of the tilting

motion. The relative vacuum pressure (pa −p−) is set to 50 kPa. The desired initial aver-
age fly height hc(0) is chosen to be 35 μm, that will result in a minimum film thickness
(at the edge, full tilt) of about 10 μm. Observing the force response, at 1000 Hz there ap-
pears a small difference compared to the static solution. The difference is more visible at
higher frequencies. Showing a "phase-lead" behaviour, it responds slightly in advance to
the static solution. This might be explained by the observation that the pressure that is
caused by the squeeze film flow creates a force in the direction of the tilting motion. The
average fly height, at low frequency, e.g. 100 Hz, 500 Hz, is identical with the static solu-
tion where it is just the result of the mass flow balancing with a constant supply pressure.
At higher frequencies, it behaves similarly to a mass spring damper system, in which the
spring and the damper arise from the air film.

Because the size of the actuator in practice is not much different from the actuator
size in this analysis, from this result, it is safe to conclude that the thin film flow dynamics
does not have a strong influence in this contactless actuation system. The force can be
considered to be able to respond instantly to a tilt motion. To summarise, the box named
’thin film dynamics’ in Figure 5.3 can be approximated accurately by a proportional gain
for all relevant frequencies. This gain is defined by the area of the actuator surface and
the operating relative vacuum pressure (pa −p−).
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Figure 5.6: Dynamic responses to the a tilt ϕ(t ) = 4 ·cos(2π f t )mrad of the actuator. The force response shows
a very little difference compared to the static solution. This difference is visible at high frequencies only,

showing a "phase-lead" behaviour. The fly height behaves similarly to a mass spring damper system. At low
frequency it is identical to the static solution, which is just the result of the mass flow balancing when the

supply pressure is kept constant.
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5.3. Mechanical structure of the flowerbed
Since it has been analysed that the thin film flow dynamic behaviour can be assumed
to be a pure proportional gain up to very high frequencies, the dynamics performance
of the whole contactless actuation system depends only on the dynamic response of the
deformation, particularly the tilting motion, when a command is sent to the mechanical
actuator. From this point onwards, the word "mechanical actuator(s)" is used to refer
to the actuating elements that generate the tilting motion of the bearing surfaces, in
order to make a clear distinction from the air-based contactless actuators (in short "air
actuators") discussed in previous chapters. In this section, first, the chosen mechanism
designed to generate the tilting motion is described. Then, the mechanical dynamic
behaviour is investigated. Finally, a control algorithm for a positioning application is
proposed.

5.3.1. Design decisions
In the field of adaptive optics, surfaces that are able to deform actively have been de-
veloped for different applications, from large scale in astronomical telescopes to small
scale in microscopy, and laser beam shaping applications. At the heart of an adaptive
optics system, a controlled deformable mirror is used to compensate for phase errors
in a wave front. Different technologies have been developed to fulfil various require-
ments of adaptive optics systems. Research on this development has been reported in
[32]. Starting from introducing the main drivers for the design of different deformable
mirrors, it describes in detail the technologies that are available for current manufactur-
ing techniques. In general, a deformable mirror contains an mirror plate that is relatively
flexible and an array of actuators that is placed underneath the mirror plate to control its
deformation. The main difference between technologies is the type of the actuators that
is used to construct the actuating array. Many different types of actuators have been pro-
posed and studied for this purpose. Initially, mainly due to the requirements of mechan-
ical stroke and positioning bandwidth, piezoelectric actuators have been most popular
in this application field, both stacked and bimorph bending types. Recently, especially
for large deformable mirrors, voice coil actuators have been used. Because of the fast in-
crease in computing power of real time computers, it is possible to have each voice coil
actuator controlled by a positioning loop that is fed back with a local distance sensor.
High computational power is demanded because the number of actuators in this appli-
cation is enormous, from hundreds to thousands. More recently, a new generation of
deformable mirrors that uses MEMS technologies has been introduced. Similar to other
concepts, a thin mirror membrane is attached to an intermediate flexible support. It is
actuated by electrostatic or electromagnetic fields generated by an actuator array that
is made using MEMS technologies. For an illustration, three examples of deformable
mirrors [46, 13, 17] are depicted in Figure 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9.

In the field of adaptive optics, first, the error budget is analysed for different appli-
cations. Based on that, the design of a deformable mirror is specified, mainly for four
properties: number of actuators, actuator pitch, mechanical stroke and control band-
width. The number of actuators varies from hundreds to thousands. The actuator pitch,
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Figure 5.7: A deformable mirror developed based on an array of stacked piezo actuators. The stroke can reach
10 μm for 5 mm actuator pitch up to 60 μm for 25 mm actuator pitch (source [46])

Figure 5.8: A secondary deformable mirror (1.2 m diameter) developed using 1170 voice coil actuators that
have a stroke of 100 μm with local positioning control (source [13])
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Figure 5.9: A deformable mirror using MEMS like actuators operating on an electromagnetic force principle.
Left: single module consists of 61 actuators. Right: the assembled 150 mm diameter prototype (from 7

modules), without membrane mirror. The stroke is approximately 20 μm with the actuator pitch of 6 mm
(source [17])

which represents the distance between two actuators in the array, is in the range from
1 mm to 30 mm. The mechanical stroke needs to be from several μm to about 80 μm.
These requirements are very comparable to the requirements of a deformable surface
used in an air-based contactless actuation system. This means that it is possible to apply
one of these developed technologies in constructing a deformable surface used in this
field, contactless actuation system. However, there are some differences that allow the
use of other alternatives. First, the tilting motion of the air actuators is not required to be
controlled individually because the total force is the summation of all the forces created
by every air actuator. Actually, a more uniform tilting motion results in a better perfor-
mance due to the fact that the fly height can be smaller, thus the air consumption can
be reduced. With the extra expense in cost of using many mechanical actuators, individ-
ual control of air actuators might be advantageous, especially in the calibration process
where the initial angle of each air actuator is set, e.g. for flattening the global bearing
surface of the system. The second difference is the presence of the pneumatic chan-
nel system. If an array of mechanical actuators is used, it is a big challenge in realising
this pneumatic system in a design space that is reduced by the mechanical actuators’
volume. In addition, the large cable bundles, which have already been a very serious
practical issue in constructing a deformable mirror, make the pneumatic system design
even more challenging. The third difference is caused by the external forces exerted on
the deformable surface. Even though the bearing load capacity is small, the pressure dis-
tributed on the surface is at a high level because of the requirement of the large pressure
difference. This external load makes it a challenge to use MEMS technologies because of
the small force that can be created by this type of mechanical actuators. For these rea-
sons, a new concept has been proposed that allows to deform the bearing surface with
just a few mechanical actuators. As shown in figure 5.10, when all the air actuators are
connected mechanically, for instance by an intermediate plate, any in-plane movements
of the intermediate plate will cause the same change in the angle of all air actuators’ sur-
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Intermediate plate

Mechanical connection

Flexible stem

Figure 5.10: A solution to reduce the number of mechanical actuators is to connect the air actuators to an
intermediate plate. Any in-plane movements of this plate will cause the same change in the angle of all air

actuators’ surfaces

faces. Therefore, only three mechanical actuators are required in order to control the
position of the intermediate plate, thus the force on the substrate, in three planar de-
grees of freedom.

Connecting mechanically is the key for reducing the number of mechanical actuators
in this application. Connecting with an intermediate plate as shown in Figure 5.10 is
just one of many different configurations that have been considered. For instance, the
connection can be configured such that the air actuator surfaces will react to an out-of-
plane movement or tilting movement of the intermediate object. The configuration in
Figure 5.10 has been chosen because the in-plane stiffness of a plate is high so that the
energy of the mechanical actuator can be transferred into the motion of the air actuators’
surfaces efficiently.

Considering the efficient transfer of energy, answering the question how to connect
the intermediate plate to the air actuators is a challenge. Ideally, this connection should
be a perfect spherical joint. The high translational stiffness is useful for the motion trans-
mission from the plate to the air actuators. Whereas the low rotational stiffness is benefi-
cial in eliminating the resistance to the tilting motion. Although conventional spherical
bearings have been used widely in industry, they are not the option for this application
since the operating motion is in the order of tens of μm where the backlash effect will
be significant. Therefore, compliant joints are best suited for the connections in this
application.

In literature, research has been conducted on compliant joint mechanisms. A spher-
ical compliant joint can be built from some basic blocks of compliant joints, e.g. from
three revolute joints or from one universal joint in combination with one revolute joint.
Some examples for this type of joints can be found in a recent overview report [31]. In
general, they all have a three dimensional structure that is too complicated to be im-
plemented into an array of many joints using a conventional assembly method. How-
ever, with additive manufacturing technologies, the possibitities of which are rapidly
improving, it might be possible. The challenge will be addressed not only in the func-
tional design of the joint but also in adopting the constraints of this new manufacturing
method, for instance its relatively poor accuracy, limited detail size (big wall thickness)
and the feasibility of removing support structure (or material). This is a very interesting
and challenging topic, but is not in the scope of this research. Instead, the connect-
ing structure has been chosen to be a simple thin membrane, which does not perfectly
represents a spherical joint but does have a high in-plane translational stiffness and a
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Figure 5.11: Schematic cross view of a flowerbed. A thin membrane has been chosen for the connections
between the thick plate and the flexible stem. This membrane does not act perfectly as an ideal spherical

joint, but it is sufficient because of its high in-plane translational stiffness and a low out-of-plane rotational
stiffness. Furthermore, it is also used as a seal for the vacuum chamber.

Figure 5.12: The influence of the thickness of the membrane connection. Left: too thin membrane, the
displacement of the actuator is smaller than of the intermediate plate. Right: too thick membrane, its high

rotational stiffness reduce the tilting angle of the air actuator’s surface

low out-of-plane rotational stiffness. Furthermore, using a thin membrane for the me-
chanical connection is not only because of its simple structure but also because of an
additional function, the sealing air of a chamber, as presented in the schematic shown
in Figure 5.11.

With this design decision, the thickness of the membrane is the first parameter that
needs to be examined. As illustrated in Figure 5.12, if the membrane is too thin, as ex-
plained previously, a low in-plane stiffness might reduce the efficiency in transferring
the plate’s motion to the air actuators’ motion. On the other hand, if the membrane is
too thick, the high rotational stiffness of the membrane reduces the tilting angle of the
air actuator’s surfaces. This effect, however, is critical only for designs that are made
for using additive manufacturing technologies, in which the structure material must be
homogeneous and the minimum thickness is limited to 0.5 mm (typical state-of-the-art
technology in 2014). For designs made with conventional (assembling) methods, spring
steel can be chosen for the membrane and the minimum thickness is available in the
order of tens of μm, the effect illustrated in Figure 5.12 can be avoided easily with an
appropriate design. Details for the membrane thickness design will be presented later in
this section.

The design starts with static calculations concerning the capability of mechanical ac-
tuators. The dynamics performance will be checked later in order to modify the design if
it is necessary. Two types of mechanical actuators are considered to be used in this setup.
The first one is low stiffness force type of actuators such as linear motors or reluctance
actuators. The second type is piezoelectric actuator that has high stiffness with a limited
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stroke.
Before starting to design the setup, the design space is described, starting with a typ-

ical set of specifications. A 200 mm diameter wafer has been chosen to be the carried
object for this setup. In order to be fully covered by the substrate, the bearing surface is
decided to have 150 mm diameter, resulting in a maximum travelling distance of ± 25
mm. From the study of static performance in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, the size of each
air actuator can be optimised based on a specified desired force or flow. However, be-
cause the main goal of this setup is to study the dynamic behaviour of a typical flowerbed
actuator, the required static performance is not specified with a specific application in
mind. Instead, the size of the air actuator is selected based on convenience for manu-
facturing. As reasoned in Chapter 4, presenting a study on two DoF tilting air actuators,
the most suitable air actuator shape is a hexagon. The distance between two opposite
edges of the hexagon is chosen to be 14 mm. For the assembling process, a gap of 1 mm
is required between actuators. These chosen dimensions result in an array of 61 tilting
actuators arranged in the designated area. The bearing surface of this setup has been
presented in Chapter 4, Figure 4.9.

For each actuator, the design space is not so much limited in height, but it is in pla-
nar dimensions. It is limited to the region of a hexagon that has 15 mm distance between
two opposite edges. The connecting membrane must be designed within this area. In
addition, due to the requirement to have an inlet restrictor, the minimum diameter of
the flexible stem is assumed to be 3 mm (practical requirement). Therefore, the inner
diameter of the membrane cannot be designed to be smaller than 3 mm. From a study
on the influence of the ratio between the outer and inner diameter of the membrane,
the outer diameter has been chosen to be as big as possible. Indeed, a higher ratio be-
tween diameters results in a higher ratio between the in-plane translational stiffness and
out-of-plane rotational stiffness. Again, because of practical matters, the outer diameter
of the membrane has been reduced from 15 mm (design region) to 13 mm. Finally, as
shown in Figure 5.13, the design in planar dimensions is presented.

The next step is to determine the length of the flexible stem, or more accurately the
distance between the base and the thin membrane Ls as shown in Figure 5.14. The goal
is to achieve the optimal tilting angle of the designed air actuators, 5 mrad. Qualitatively,
a longer flexible stem requires a smaller force but a larger stroke of the mechanical actu-
ator and vice versa. In this step, the in-plane translational stiffness of the thin membrane
is assumed to be infinitely large so that the displacement of the thick intermediate plate
dp is equal to the displacement of the connecting point of the stem ds. Next to that, the
out-of-plane rotational stiffness is assumed to be zero, so that the effect described in
Figure 5.12 does not occur.

If a force type mechanical actuator is used, the relation between the input force and
the tilting angle is:

ϕ= FpLs
2

2E I
(5.4)

And the required stroke of the mechanical actuator is:

dp_required = 2

3
ϕLs (5.5)
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Figure 5.13: Top view of the actuator array design

dp ds

Ls

Fp

Figure 5.14: For force type actuators: variables description used to calculate the relation between the length of
the stem and the input force as well as the required stroke in order to create a desired tilting angle
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Figure 5.15: A graph that can be used to select a suitable force actuator or a suitable length of the stem for a
given force actuator. From this plot: a longer stem requires less force but more stroke from a mechanical

actuator.

in which E is the elasticity modulus of the stem material and I is the second moment of
area of the stem cross section.

Assuming that aluminium is selected to be the material of the stem and the stem’s
cross section has 3 mm diameter, using Equation 5.4 and 5.5, a plot can be obtained
as shown in Figure 5.15 in order to choose a suitable mechanical actuator for actuating
61 stems that have a given length, or to choose an appropriate length of the stem for a
given mechanical force actuator. As expected, a longer stem requires less force and more
stroke of the mechanical actuator. Because the design space is not limited in height, it is
possible to design a very long flexible stem. However, from the dynamics point of view, a
longer stem will result in a worse dynamics performance due to the fact that resonances
will occur at lower frequencies.

If a displacement type actuator (piezo) is used, the calculation can be performed with
an equivalent schematic shown in Figure 5.16a, and Figure 5.16b if a mechanical ampli-
fier, e.g a lever, is used to increase the mechanical stroke. A piezo can be modelled as an
ideal (infinitely stiff) displacement actuator that generates a displacement da through
a spring with a finite stiffness ka, in order to make a movement dp of the intermediate
plate. The maximum value of da is described as the stroke of the piezo, whereas ka is
the stiffness described in the specification sheet of the piezo actuator. In Figure 5.16, the
spring ks represents the stiffness of the bending structure of the stem, ks = 3E I

Ls
3 . When a

voltage difference is applied between two electrodes of the piezo actuator, the resulting
da, which is proportional to the voltage difference, will create a movement of the inter-
mediate plate dp that can be calculated:
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Figure 5.16: A schematic for the calculation when a piezo type mechanical actuator is used: without a

mechanical amplifier (a), and with a mechanical amplifier that has an amplifying ratio a = l2
l1

(b)

dp = a
ka

(ka +a2ks)
da (5.6)

in which a is the amplifying ratio, and the lever is assumed to be infinitely stiff. The
tilting angle ϕ will be:

ϕ= 3dp

2Ls
(5.7)

For an illustration, a commercial piezo, identified as P-888.91, is assumed to be used.
It is the biggest piezo of the most cost effective series of stacked piezo actuators from
PI, and has dimensions of 10 mm x 10 mm x 36 mm. The stroke and the stiffness of
this piezo are ±18μm and 100 · 106 Nm−1 respectively. Using the equations described
above, the maximum tilting angle can be calculated for various lengths Ls with different
amplifying ratios a. The result is presented in Figure 5.17. For small values of Ls, the
stiffness ks is high, resulting in a small displacement of the intermediate plate dp. For
large values of Ls, dp approaches da because of the small stiffness ks, however, the tilting
angle ϕ is small due to the fact that the piezo stroke da is limited. For each selected
amplifying ratio, there is an optimal length of the stem that can create the largest tilting
angle. However, the result shows that very high amplifying ratio and long stem length
are required in order to achieve the desired tilting angle of 3 mrad.

From the initial calculations, considering both types of actuators, the appropriate
range for the length of the stems is from 20 mm to 50 mm, with a structure stiffness ks

from 0.02 ·106 Nm−1 to 0.35 ·106 Nm−1. These values of the stiffness make the selection
of membrane thickness very easy. For instance, if the membrane is made of spring steel
and has dimensions described previously (3 mm inner diameter, 13 mm outer diameter),
with a thickness of 50μm the in-plane translation stiffness is 28 ·106 Nm−1, much higher
than ks. Whereas the out-of-plane rotational stiffness is very small, 0.78Nmrad−1. These
stiffness values have been obtained by a numerical calculation, using a commercial FEM
package. For the membrane thickness in the range from 50μm to 100μm, the results do
not change significantly if the calculations include the actual stiffness of the membrane,
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Figure 5.17: Assuming a piezo that has a stroke of ±18μm and a stiffness of 100 ·106 Nm−1 is used, the tilting
angle ϕ is calculated for various lengths Ls with different amplifying ratios a. For very small values of Ls, the
stiffness ks is high, resulting in almost no displacement of the intermediate plate dp. For very large values of

Ls, dp approaches ada, but the tilting angle ϕ is small because of the limited stroke da, and ϕ= 3dp
2Ls

Figure 5.18: The configuration with two membranes can be used in order to reduce the required force for
tilting the air actuator surfaces

instead of assuming an infinite in-plane translation stiffness and a zero out-of-plane ro-
tational stiffness.

Compared to the in-plane stiffness of the membrane, the stiffness ks of the bending
stem is small. However, it is the main factor that complicates the selection of an appro-
priate actuator. Therefore, as shown in Figure 5.18, another design has been proposed
that reduces the required force for tilting 61 air actuator surfaces. In this design, the
resulting tilt of the air actuator surfaces is not the result of the bending motion of the
stems but of the two membranes. Because the out-of-plane rotational stiffness of the
membrane is very small, the force required to produce displacement of the intermediate
plate is small:

dp = FpLs
2

(κo_1 +κo_2)
(5.8)
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in which κo_1 and κo_2 are the out-of-plane rotational stiffness of the top and bottom
membranes respectively. The tilting angle in this configuration will be:

ϕ= dp

Ls
(5.9)

Similar to the investigation of the relation between the stem length Ls and the me-
chanical actuator in the bending configuration presented earlier, Equation 5.8 and 5.9
can be used to analyse this configuration, using two membranes. The result shows that
it is easier to choose a mechanical actuator in this configuration, for both types of actu-
ator. If piezo actuators are used, because of their high stiffness, the stem length Ls can
be designed from 3 mm to 5 mm for the optimal tilting angle without an additional me-
chanical amplifier. If force type actuators are used, Ls is fairly easy to choose, depending
on the actuator capability. For a reasonable range of the force requirement from 15 N to
30 N, Ls is advised to be chosen in the range from 10 mm to 20 mm.

Clearly, the connecting membrane does not represent a perfect spherical joint. First,
the in-plane rotational stiffness of the membrane is very high. This high stiffness causes
troubles for the mechanical actuators to rotate the intermediate plate when a torque is
required on the substrate. In order to solve this problem, holes have been added in the
lower membranes, resulting a structure similar to the spoke structure of a bike wheel.
However, this modification does not solve the problem completely because it also re-
duces the in-plane translation stiffness that is required to be high. The second imperfec-
tion of using a thin membrane to connect the stem and the intermediate plate is that the
out-of-plane translational stiffness is small. If the bending stem configuration is used,
this low out-of-plane stiffness is not a problem. It might be a problem for the two mem-
brane configuration. However, because the bearing stiffness of the thin air film is very
high, the influence of this low out-of-plane stiffness of the membrane is expected to
be negligible. Balancing automatically, the bearing stiffness of the air film will prevent
contact between the substrate and the system, ensure that the substrate can float freely
on top of the actuation system. Also, because of the low out-of-plane stiffness of the
flowers and the high air film stiffness, any height variation in the flowers will be com-
pensated in axial displacement of the flowers. Furthermore, since the out-of-plane po-
sitioning is not in the scope of this research, the two membrane configuration has been
chosen for Flowerbed where the in-plane studies can be performed without much ef-
fort in searching for suitable mechanical actuators. To summarise, the design decisions
made for Flowerbed is described in Table 5.1

5.3.2. Flowerbed construction
With the design decisions described above, Flowerbed can be constructed. Shown in
Figure 5.19 is the construction of a single "flower". Each of these consists of five parts:
an actuator head, an inlet tube and three spacers. The two thin membranes are clamped
between three spacers by fastening an M3 bolt at the end of the inlet tube. At the outer
edges of the membranes, they are clamped between two thick plates, both for the top
and the bottom one. In order to reduce the in-plane rotational stiffness, six holes have
been made in the bottom membrane. The top membrane is not perforated because it
has an additional function, sealing the vacuum chamber.
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Property Decision

Design

Carried substrate 200 mm diameter wafer
Number of air actuators 61
Air actuator surface 14 mm hexagon
Connecting configuration Two membranes (Figure 5.18)
Stem length Ls 13 mm (1)

Stem diameter (inner diameter of membranes) 5 mm (2)

Membrane outer diameter 13 mm
Membrane material Spring steel
Membrane thickness 50μm

Actuation requirements (static) (3)

Force 14.6 N
Translational stroke 39 μm
Torque 2.4Nm
Rotational stroke 0.65 mrad

Table 5.1: Design decisions made for Flowerbed
(1) This length has been chosen for being able to use both types of actuators (force type and displacement type)
(2) Since the flexibility of the stem is not important in the two membrane configuration, this diameter is in-
creased slightly in order to make it easier for manufacturing
(3) The requirements for the static optimal tilting angle, 3 mrad

Actuator head

Inlet tube

Spacer 1

Top thick plate

Top membrane

Spacer 2

Bottom thick plate

Bottom membrane

Spacer 2

M3 Screw thread 

3
5

13

11
11

13

Figure 5.19: The construction of an actuator.

The final constructed Flowerbed is presented in Figure 5.20. It is the result of the
construction procedure of following steps:

• The top membrane is clamped between two thick plates by screws. Then, this plate
is attached with the top part that contains the sealing ring and the vacuum supply
port.
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Figure 5.20: The constructed flowerbed.

• Similarly, the bottom membrane is also clamped between two plates. Positioning
pins have been added in the design such that all the plates are in the right position
while clamping.

• All 61 actuator heads with inserted inlet tubes are placed on a reference plate that
keeps the actuator heads in the correct orientation and distance.

• The first spacers are inserted into the inlet tubes. Followings are the top plate (re-
sult of step 1), second spacers, the bottom plate (result of step 2) and the third
spacers.

• Finally, 61 air connectors (pressure ports), which have M3 female thread, are fas-
tened at the end of the inlet tubes using an adjustable limiting torque screw driver.
This special screw driver has been used in order to assure an identical fastening
torque applied on every actuator.

5.3.3. Mechanical dynamics
The structure of Flowerbed is too complex to efficiently perform a mechanical dynamics
analysis of the full structure. Therefore this has been performed based on the study of
the dynamic behaviour of a single "flower". In order to do this, the thick intermediate
plate has been assumed to be a rigid body. First, an eigen frequency study has been
performed for this thick plate using a FEM model, in order to to determine the range of
frequencies that the rigid body assumption is valid.

Shown in Figure 5.21 is the thick intermediate plate and its first in-plane mode shape,
at the frequency of 4910 Hz. This result indicates that the thick intermediate plate can
be considered to be rigid up till 4910 Hz.

The dynamic behaviour of a single "flower" is then analysed using a FEM model.
Assuming that the edge of the top membrane is fixed, presented in Figure 5.22 is the
frequency response of the tilting angle ϕ when a translational motion dp is applied to
the edge of the bottom membrane, which is assumed to be rigid. From the result, the
tilting angle can be considered to be proportional to the displacement of the edge of the
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Figure 5.21: The thick intermediate plate and its first in-plane mode shape (4910 Hz).
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Figure 5.22: The transmissibility response from the displacement of the edge of the bottom membrane dp to
the flower tilting angle ϕ. From the result it can be observed that at 3300 Hz the tilt is decoupled from the

displacement dp because of the strain of the bottom membrane. In this analysis, the edge of the top
membrane is fixed and the edge of the bottom membrane is assumed to be rigid.

membrane up till about 1000 Hz. At 3300 Hz, the tilt is decoupled from the displacement
dp because of the strain of the bottom membrane.

Considering the performance of the full system’s dynamics, when a translational mo-
tion is applied to the thick movable plate, all the edges of the bottom membranes can
be considered to have an identical translational displacement because of the rigid body
assumption (up to 4910 Hz). Therefore the tilting angle of the flowers responding to a
translational motion of the thick plate is similar to the behaviour of a single flower, lim-
ited at 3300 Hz. On the other hand, a rotational motion applied on the thick movable
plate will result in both rotational and translational motion of the edges of the bottom
membranes. The rotation of these edges are identical but the translational motion is de-
pendent on the position of each flower as presented in Figure 5.23. From the study in
Chapter 4, where it has been stated that the generated force of a tilting air actuator is not
dependent on either the actuator shape or the inlet position, the in-plane rotational mo-
tion therefore does not influence the output force. Only the translational motion of the
edges of the membranes, which cause the tilt of the air actuator surfaces, does generate
force. Responding to a rotational movement of the thick plate, even though the result-
ing tilting magnitude is different for every air actuator surface, the average effect is still
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Figure 5.23: An illustration of the tilt of each actuator surface responding to a rotational movement of the
thick movable plate. Even though the resulting tilting magnitude is different, the average effect is still

represented well by the dynamic behaviour of a single flower described earlier because the tilt is the result of
only the translational movement of the (circular) edge of the membrane of each flower.

represented well by the dynamic behaviour of a single flower described earlier.

From the studies above, it can be concluded that 3300 Hz is the first theoretical limi-
tation of this mechanical structure in controlling the tilting angle of the air actuators by
varying the position of the thick movable plate. The overall mechanical dynamics perfor-
mance depends also on how well the position of the thick plate responds to a command.
If the movable plate positioning control bandwidth is higher than 3300 Hz, the overall
mechanical limitation bandwidth will be 3300 Hz. If this is not the case, the performance
of the movable plate positioning control determines the overall performance.

The mechanical actuator used to control the position of the movable plate can be ei-
ther force type actuator or displacement (piezo) type actuator. If a force actuator is used,
the open loop frequency responses from the mechanical actuation force to the movable
plate position needs to be analysed in order to estimate the achievable bandwidth of
this positioning controller. The result of this open loop frequency response is shown in
Figure 5.24 (translational motion of the plate). As expected, at low frequency band, it
behaves similar to a mass spring system with a resonance at about 50 Hz. Higher order
dynamic behaviour starts to occur at around 3000 Hz, using a rule of thumb, the band-
width of a closed loop controller can be realised at 1000 Hz approximately. It should be
noted that this estimation only describes the limitation due to the mechanical structure
itself. In reality, the positioning controller of the movable plate is also influenced by other
factors such as the dynamic behaviour of the driver (amplifier), the dynamic behaviour
of the position sensor as well as the location of actuation and sensing (collocated and
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Figure 5.24: The frequency response of the open loop system when a force type actuator is used. Higher order
dynamic behaviour starts to occur at around 3000 Hz, a closed loop controller for the position of the movable

plate can be realised with a bandwidth of 1000 Hz approximately, using a rule of thumb.

non-collocated problem).

If a displacement type actuator is used, similar to the static study presented earlier,
the actuator can be modeled as an ideal displacement source generating a displacement
da, and transfer this motion to the movable plate through a spring with a finite stiffness
ka. Because the actuator stiffness ka is relatively high, a closed loop controller is not nec-
essary for this case. If an open loop controller is used, the bandwidth can be determined
by the actuator stiffness and the equivalent mass of the moving body (mass of the plate
and inertia of flowers). For example, if the actuator stiffness is 100 ·106 Nm - 1, which is
achievable with a piezo, the first resonance frequency is estimated to be 2000 Hz.

5.4. Predicted overall dynamics performance
To summarise, from the studies on the thin film flow dynamics and the mechanical dy-
namics, the overall performance of Flowerbed’s dynamics can be predicted and is pre-
sented in Figure 5.25. When a force command is received, it can be converted to the
required position of the movable plate. The actual response of the plate position is de-
pendent on the type of the mechanical actuators that is used in the system. Described
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Figure 5.25: Overall performance of Flowerbed’s dynamics

in this figure, the range of 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz is a typically achievable bandwidth for this
positioning controller. In reality this range is much wider. For an example, if a force type
mechanical actuator is used with a closed loop controller, the bandwidth might be lim-
ited at a lower frequency because of other factors such as the dynamic behaviour of the
driver and/or the position sensor. On the other hand, this bandwidth might be realised
at a higher frequency than 2000 Hz with a stiffer (bigger) piezo actuator.

In the case that the plate position controller can be realised with an extremely high
bandwidth. The dynamics performance is still limited by the mechanical structure itself.
According to the model, the tilting angle can "follow" the position of the movable plate
up till maximum 3300 Hz. After this frequency the tilting motion of the air actuator is
decoupled from the movement of the movable plate.

Finally, from the thin film dynamics study, the output force can be considered to
respond instantly to the tilting motion of the actuator surface. Thus a proportional gain
can be used to represent the thin film flow dynamic. In the diagram in Figure 5.25, the
constant matrices C and C−1 describe the relation between the position of the movable
plate and the output force:
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in which (pa −pv) is the operating relative vacuum pressure, Sa is the area of an air
actuator, Ls is the distance between the two membranes and ri is the distance of each
flower to the centre of Flowerbed.

5.5. Conclusion
In this chapter, first the goal of building a contactless actuation system, designated Flowerbed,
has been described: to investigate and enhance the dynamic behaviour for a controlled
motion application. Then a predictive model has developed for the estimation of the
dynamics performance. Finally, the design of Flowerbed and its predicted dynamic be-
haviour has been presented. To summarise, some conclusions can be drawn:

• For a controlled motion system, the dynamic response of the actuation system is
very important, a longer delay of the output force will result in a lower achievable
positioning control bandwidth. The concept of using a deformable surface has
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been proposed with the expectation that the output force will respond fast to the
command.

• In this chapter, design decisions have been presented for a experimental setup,
named Flowerbed. It has been built in order to investigate the dynamics perfor-
mance of such a contactless actuation system.

• The dynamic response of Flowerbed is determined by two main components: me-
chanical dynamic behaviour (mechanical actuating element to tilt of flowers) and
thin film flow dynamic behaviour (tilt of flowers to output force). Of these two, the
mechanical dynamics is predicted to be slower, and that will be the main factor
limiting the performance of the system’s dynamics.

• Using a model based on the time dependent Reynolds equation, the thin film flow
dynamics is predicted to not have a strong influence, the output force can be con-
sidered to respond instantly to a tilt motion.

• With respect to the mechanical dynamic behaviour, an analysis has been per-
formed for a structure that has been chosen for Flowerbed (Figure 5.18). From the
result, with this structure, the tilting motion can be consider to be proportional to
the displacement of the movable plate up till about 1000 Hz (resonance at 3300
Hz).

• Finally, combining the results of the analyses, the overall dynamics of this actua-
tion system has been predicted and presented as shown in Figure 5.25
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DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR VALIDATION

In the previous chapter, the design of Flowerbed has been presented, and its dynamic
performance predicted. In this chapter, first, the experimental setup is briefly described.
Then the measurement results of the dynamic behaviour validation are presented.

6.1. Setup description
Presented in Chapter 5 is the structure of Flowerbed, focused mainly on the mechanism
for controlling the deformation of the bearing surface. In order to use Flowerbed to lev-
itate and actuate a thin substrate, it must be installed into a setup that can provide me-
chanical actuation as well as pneumatic pressure and vacuum supply. This installation
is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Shown in this figure, fixed to the base frame is the top plate of Flowerbed that con-
tains the top thin membrane connecting all the flower’s stems. In this top plate, a vac-
uum chamber is created, opened to all the gaps surrounding the flowers, sealed by the
thin membrane and the vacuum sealing ring. At the side of this top plate, three vac-
uum ports have been made for the pneumatic connection with the vacuum supply, i.e. a
regulator in series with a vacuum pump.

All the flower’s stems are, again, connected together by the second thin membrane
that is designed as a mid layer of the bottom plate (dark grey in Figure 6.1). This plate
is movable and later is actuated by mechanical actuators for dynamics measurements.
An in-plane movement of this plate is expected to generate an identical tilt of all flowers
simultaneously. Additionally, not presented in this figure, the movable plate is slightly
preloaded by three springs, pulling down from the base frame. This preloading structure
has been design in order to remove initial buckling of the membranes that is caused by
manufacturing imperfections.

The bottom end of each flower stem is connected to the pressure supply chamber
through a flexible tube (made of polyurethane). The pressure inside this chamber is
measured and controlled to be constant at a desired level by a regulator. Since this pres-
sure supply block is relatively far from the flowerbed, and also, because of the low stiff-
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Figure 6.1: Flowerbed is mounted on a base frame so that experiments can be conducted.
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Figure 6.2: Two capacitance sensors are used to measure the position of the movable plate. These sensors
have a range of ±25 μm with a resolution of 0.5 nm at 1 kHz.

ness of the rubber like tubes, the influence of this block is expected to be small, thus
negligible in the experiments.

6.2. Mechanical dynamics validation
The first experiments are conducted to verify the prediction of the mechanical dynamic
behaviour of the structure of Flowerbed. These are performed while the bottom plate
of the base frame is fixed firmly on a granite table. Shown in Figure 6.2 two capacitance
sensors are mounted to the base frame such that both the translational and rotational
movement of the movable plate can be extracted from the measurement data. These
sensors are from Microsense, have a measuring range of ±25 μm with a resolution of 0.5
nm at 1 kHz.

6.2.1. Preliminary resonance test
This experiment is to determine the frequency content of the movable plate planar mo-
tion as a result of excitation made with a hammer (Figure 6.2). The result of this ex-
periment is shown in Figure 6.3 for translational mode excitation and in Figure 6.4 for
rotational mode excitation. Compared to the prediction presented in Chapter 5, the first
resonance, which is the result of an equivalent mass (mass of plate and inertia of flowers)
combined with an equivalent stiffness from the two membranes, is quite close. However,
higher order dynamics occur slightly sooner than expected, approximately at 1000 Hz.
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This might be explained by the assumption that the fixed boundary condition of the top
plate of Flowerbed is not fully valid in this experiment. In other words, at high frequency
band, there is involvement of the base frame dynamics and/or the sensor mount dy-
namics. Since the sensors are sensitive, a small misalignment might result in a readout
of the out-of-plane motion, e.g. tilting or out-of-plane deformation of the movable plate.
Another possible reason is the uncertainty of the mechanism which is constructed using
mechanical assembly (clamping screws and such have not been taken into account in
the predictive model).

This experiment has been conducted again with a sensor’s fixture that is modified
to be stiffer, and there are some small changes in the result but only in the frequency
range above 2000 Hz. More effort notwithstanding, the author failed in improving the
experimental setup and determining the root causes of these higher order resonances.
Because of time constraint, it has been accepted that the result of the dynamic behaviour
is reliable up till 1000 Hz only.

6.2.2. Transmissibility from plate position to flower angle
The next experiment is to measure the dynamic tilt of the flowers in response to an in-
plane movement of the movable plate. Even though the predicted decoupling frequency
of 3300 Hz (see Chapter 5) could not be verified due to the fact that the reliable measure-
ment is limited to 1000 Hz, this experiment has been conducted in order to validate if
the relation between the tilt of the flowers and the movement of the movable plate can
be considered as a proportional gain in this measurable frequency band. Furthermore,
this experiment is also used to observe if the tilt of different flowers behaves identically
or not.

In this experiment, similar to the previous one, the capacitance sensors are still used
to measure the position of the movable plate. Next to these, the tilting angle of a flower
is measured by a set of three sensors that are arranged as shown in Figure 6.5. Because
of the small size of the flower’s surface, fibre optic sensors have been used. This set
of sensors is mounted to the granite table to measure the top of the flowers (without
contact). The excitation in this experiment is generated by a preloaded piezo that has
a stroke of ±5 μm. It is mounted on the base frame to actuate the movable plate in
translational mode, and aligned such that rotational motion is minimised.

Shown in Figure 6.6 is the response of the movable plate when a two μm amplitude
sine sweep from 0.5 Hz to 1000 Hz is fed to the piezo. The tilt of nine different flowers
responding to this translational motion of the plate is presented in Figure 6.7. The result
is not a perfect flat line as predicted because the other dynamics could not be eliminated
in this measurement. Since a mass (approximately 1 kg) is actuated by the piezo, reaction
forces are created and applied back to the base frame and the granite table. This reaction
force is big enough to stimulate other (out-of-plane) modes of the system such as the
base frame, the sensor frame and the out-of-plane mode of the flowers. Additionally,
because it is not possible to align the piezo such that only the translational motion of the
movable plate is actuated, the tilt caused by the plate rotational motion is included in
this result (at about 110 Hz). It can be observed that the tilt of the middle flower (blue) is
not affected by this mode.
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Figure 6.3: Frequency content of the in-plane translational motion of the movable plate when it
is excited by a hammer. The first resonance is at 55 Hz which is match with the predicted model in Chapter 5.
(∗) This base line is obtained when the sensors are mounted in the system. Therefore both the translational
and rotational resonances at 55 Hz and 111 Hz appear in the base line.

Figure 6.4:
Frequency content of the in-plane rotational motion of the movable plate when it is excited by a hammer.
(∗) This base line is obtained when the sensors are mounted in the system. Therefore both the translational
and rotational resonances at 55 Hz and 111 Hz appear in the base line.
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Figure 6.5: A set of three fibre optic sensors used to measure the tilting motion of the flowers.

Figure 6.6: Dynamic response of the translational motion measured with a sine sweep input provided by a
preloaded piezo
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Figure 6.7: Dynamic behaviour from the movable plate motion to the tilting motion of the flower. Discarding
imperfections caused by other dynamics stimulated by the reaction force in the experiment, the dynamics

relation between the tilting angle of the flowers and the movement of the movable plate can be considered as
a proportional gain, in the frequency band below 1000 Hz.
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Figure 6.8: The experimental setup used to measure the dynamic response of the generated force. The
custom-made force sensor is able to measure a force within the range of ±17 ·10−3 N with a resolution of
0.34 ·10−6 N at 1 kHz. It has been built from a well defined leaf spring and a high resolution capacitance

sensor.

However, from this result, the dynamic behaviour from the movable plate motion to
the tilting motion of the flower still can be approximated to be a proportional gain in
this frequency band. Furthermore, this measured gain is relatively close to the predicted
value, 76.9 rad/m. The deviation of this gain for different flowers might be explained by
the error of the tilting sensor in the alignment and/or calibration process.

6.3. Dynamic response of the force
In this section, the results of an experiment are presented, investigating the dynamic
force in response to a movement of the movable plate. In an initial test, force and torque
have been generated on a substrate by moving the movable plate manually. Since both
force and torque can be created both only when the flowers surfaces are tilted (the dif-
ference is in the tilting orientation), it is valid to assume that the dynamic response from
the plate movement to the force/torque is similar for all the in-plane degrees of freedom.
Therefore, this experiment has been conducted for just one degree of freedom, from a
translational movement of the plate to the resulting force in the same orientation.

The experiment is set up as shown in Figure 6.8. A 200 mm diameter wafer (mass of
53·10−3 kg) is floated on top of Flowerbed. In this experiment, by regulators, the pressure
and vacuum supply are kept at a constant level, e.g. 250 kPa relative and -10 kPa relative
respectively. If the movable plate is kept at the initial position as manufactured, no force
is exerted on the wafer, thus it can move freely in planar degrees of freedom. For the
purpose of measuring the dynamic behaviour in just one degree of freedom, the wafer is
constrained by being hung with a wire, and Flowerbed is tilted about 20o.

For measuring the movement of the movable plate, similar to previous experiments,
two capacitance sensors that have a stroke of ±25 μm are used. For the force mea-
surement, because the resulting force exerted on the wafer is very small, predicted to
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be 9 ·10−3 N for a 2 μm displacement of the movable plate, the force sensors that were
used in the experiment described in Chapter 3 could not be used due to the lack of res-
olution. Therefore a custom-made force sensor has been built and implemented into
the setup as shown in Figure 6.8. It is built from a leaf spring with a known stiffness,
680Nm - 1, in combination with a high resolution capacitance sensor, which is the same
type as the one used for measuring the plate’s displacement. This results in a force sen-
sor that can measure in the range of ±17 · 10−3 N with a resolution of 0.34 · 10−6 N at 1
kHz. Note that the leaf spring stiffness has been identified experimentally, and the results
are identical for both static and dynamic cases: measuring displacement when applying
known masses (against gravity) and measuring resonance frequency when attached with
a known mass. Furthermore, it has been verified to be a constant in the measuring range.

For convenience, the results presented in this section is chosen to be the measured
displacement of the leaf spring, dsensor, instead of the actual force values. Since the wafer
is a pure floating mass, if an ideal force is applied on the wafer, the frequency response
of dsensor will be similar to the compliance transfer function of a mass spring system,
containing only one resonance. In this case, this resonance is predicted to be 18 Hz,
which is the result of the mass of the wafer combined with the stiffness of the sensor’s
leaf spring.

In this experiment, the excitation is provided by a stacked piezo that has a stroke of
±5 μm. Compared with the piezo used in the previous experiment, this piezo performs
slightly better. Shown in Figure 6.9, the frequency response from the piezo voltage to
the plate displacement, the first resonance is higher, achieves 450 Hz. Additionally, a
filter has been designed and applied on the input sine sweep such that the resulting
displacement of the plate has a more uniform amplitude over the measured frequency
band. Shown in Figure 6.10 are the frequency content of the filtered input voltage and of
the resulting displacement of the movable plate. With this method, the plate resonance
at 450 Hz is eliminated in order to reduce the disturbance in the force measurement
which is presented later in this section.

With the preparations described above, the experiment measuring the force dynamic
response has been conducted. The result is presented in Figure 6.11. As expected, the
response of dsensor is similar to a mass spring system, resonating at approximately 18 Hz.
Furthermore, up to about 400 Hz the magnitude of dsensor reduces with a -2 slope and no
additional phase lag is observed. This means that the resulting force on the wafer reacts
instantly to a change in position of the movable plate within this frequency range. In the
region after 400 Hz, some strange measured dynamic behaviour is observed. However
it is not caused by the properties of Flowerbed itself. Indeed, starting from 400 Hz, the
influence of mechanical disturbance becomes dominant compared to the force created
by Flowerbed. Therefore the resulting response dsensor no longer represents the dynam-
ics performance of Flowerbed. This can be explained by Figure 6.12 where the frequency
content of dsensor is measured in three different cases. The red line is obtained with the
data of dsensor acquired while the experiment is conducted. The dark blue line is more
or less the base line representing the performance of the force sensor. It is obtained with
the data recorded while the movable plate is kept at stand still (static force). The light
blue line shows the influence of mechanical disturbance. It is obtained with the data
when the piezo is excited but no force is generated (the wafer floats with only pressure
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Figure 6.9: Dynamic response of the displacement of the movable plate when a new piezo is used in this
experiment
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Figure 6.11: Dynamic response from the displacement of the movable plate to the displacement of the force
sensor’s leaf spring. This result shows that up to 400 Hz, the resulting force can be considered to be

proportional to a change in the position of the movable plate. After 400 Hz, the measurement no longer
reflects the dynamics performance of Flowerbed because the mechanical disturbance becomes more

dominant. This influence of the mechanical disturbance can be explained by Figure 6.12.

supply, vacuum supply is turned off). Even though the force sensor has been placed
on an electronic vibration isolation table, mechanical disturbance, which is stimulated
by the piezo excitation, still enters the experiment result, affects heavily in the high fre-
quency band. Therefore no conclusion can be drawn for the dynamics performance of
Flowerbed after 400 Hz.

From this experimental result, it is safe to conclude that a proportional gain can
be used to represent the dynamics relation between the generated force and the dis-
placement of the movable plate in the frequency band below 400Hz. For this operat-
ing conditions (ps − pa = 250kPa and pv − pa = −10kPa), this gain is determined to be
1.4 · 103 Nm−1. Compared to the predicted value, it is just about one third. The main
reason for this large difference is that the actual relative vacuum pressure at the edge of
each flower is significantly reduced due to the pressure drop across the pipe line that is
used to connect to the vacuum source (again the matter of designing the vacuum supply
for such a system is really important). Finally, with the gained knowledge via this experi-
ment, controllers can be designed for positioning the wafer. Using the rule of thumb, the
achievable bandwidth for a feed back controller is estimated to be 150 Hz.
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Figure 6.12: Frequency content of dsensor measured in three different cases. The red line is obtained with the
data acquired while the experiment is conducted, force is changed by the motion of the movable plate. The
dark blue line is more less the base line representing the performance of the force sensor. It is obtained with

the data recorded while the movable plate is kept stand still (static force). The light blue line shows the
influence of mechanical disturbance that is stimulated by the piezo excitation (reaction force). It is obtained
with the data when the piezo is excited but no force is generated: the wafer floats with only pressure supply,

vacuum supply is turned off.

6.4. Conclusion
Described in this chapter, an experimental setup has been built, then experiments have
been conducted in order to verify the performance of the Flowerbed’s dynamics. From
the result of these experiments, some conclusions can be drawn:

• With Flowerbed, force and torque can be produced on a thin substrate in planar
degrees of freedom.

• Up to 1000 Hz, the tilting angle is proportional to the displacement of the movable
stage. Measuring different flowers, the tilt response is quite similar, except for a
small deviation of the gain. It varies from 71 radm−1 to 80 radm−1 (predicted value
is 76.9 radm−1).

• Up to 400 Hz, the dynamic force responding to a displacement of the plate has
been experimentally proven to also be a proportional gain. It does not mean that
the force cannot be generated with higher frequencies. The dynamic force re-
sponse just cannot be validated in the frequency band that is higher than 400 Hz,
due to the limitations of the experimental setup.





7
CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

Closing this thesis, this chapter summarises the most important results obtained in this
research. Also, experiences gained from less successful experiments and methods while
conducting this research will be described. Based on that and on the current state of the
research, recommendations for future research in this topic are provided.

7.1. Conclusions
The research of this new principle for developing a contactless actuation system has
been started with the recognition that viscous traction forces of a thin film flow can be
used very effectively to actuate thin substrates, due to the fact that viscous forces are
dominant when the air film thickness is small, and thus the required flow rate is small.
"How effective this principle can be" was the question that defined the goal for the re-
search presented in this thesis. It was determined to be an exploration of the principle,
focusing on two aspects: the efficiency in terms of the ratio between achievable force
and flow rate, and the dynamic response of the force.

Aiming for this goal, the research started by introducing several potential concepts
that can be used to control the force exerted on the substrate. In order to characterise
these concepts, a model has been developed to predict the achievable force and the re-
quired flow. In Chapter 3, this model has been validated successfully by experimental re-
sults. It can be concluded that a model based on Reynold’s equation for thin film media
is sufficient for the prediction of the static performance of such a system. Furthermore,
the deformation of the carried objects has been predicted and validated experimentally.

Based on this predictive model, optimal designs have been found for different con-
figurations. Using the optimal geometry, the highest achievable force can be obtained
for different operating conditions such as the minimal vacuum pressure, and the flow
capacity of the supply. With this optimisation, a fair comparison between concepts can
be produced in regard of the static performance. For a single-directional system, the
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best performance is from the static step surface concept. For a bi-directional system,
the best choice would be the deformable step surface that has a moderate performance
and is simple to manufacture. Of course with some modifications, the static step sur-
face concept can be used to structure a bi-directional system. However, it will be either
more complex or have less performance. For a three planar degree of freedoms system,
because of simplicity and feasibility, the deformable tilt surface is most suitable even if
its performance is slightly lower than the deformable step surface.

Combining the results of the optimisation and characterising the bearing function,
a design guideline on the pneumatic aspect of this type of contactless systems has been
proposed. It can be presented in brief in three steps. First, the operating fly height needs
to be chosen according to the manufacturing capability (smaller fly height is better).
Second, based on the air supply specifications, the actuator array can be designed such
that the highest force can be achieved. Third, the air flow restriction of the inlet can be
chosen in order to make the system operated as desired, also the highest bearing stiffness
can be achieved.

During the investigation of the static performance of two DoF tilted air actuators
(Chapter 4), an interesting phenomenon has been found and proven both analytically
and numerically. The created force is dependent only on the area of the actuator and the
relative vacuum pressure, not on the actuator shape nor the inlet/out let area. In other
words, the traction force created by a tilt actuator is proportional to the preloaded load.
Formulating this understanding differently, the third method for controlling the actua-
tion force can be proposed: control of the propulsion force by varying the preload force.
For example, if there are two identical actuator arrays that clamp the thin substrate in
between, as long as the inlet pressure is high enough to ensure zero contact, the propul-
sion force will be proportional to the clamping force (Appendix B). This method does
not require a vacuum source, the limitation due to the absolute vacuum is not applica-
ble, and thus higher static performance can be achieved. The main disadvantage of this
concept is that both sides of the substrate are (partially) covered by the system, and not
fully available for processing steps. However, of course the property of zero mechanical
contact is maintained.

The first main contribution described in this thesis is the exploration that has been
performed on the static behaviour of this principle. The second contribution described
in this thesis is an investigation on the dynamic behaviour of such a contactless actua-
tion system. It was assumed that the dynamic response of the force can be enhanced by
the deformable surface concept since it does not suffer the slow dynamic response of the
air flow in a manifold. This assumptions was confirmed by the work presented in Chap-
ter 5 and 6. Firstly, a mechanism has been proposed for the purpose of deforming the
bearing surface by a relative motion of two components. Based on this, an experimental
setup, named Flowerbed, has been built. Secondly, with a developed model regarding
the dynamic response from the change of the thin air film to the resultant force and
subsequent the mechanical dynamic response, the propulsion force is predicted to be
proportional to the relative mechanical motion up to about 1000 Hz. The limitation of
the response of this system is caused by the mechanical dynamic behaviour since there
are no clear dynamics involved in the response of the viscous traction force to the tilt-
ing o the flowers. Finally, presented in Chapter 6, this proportional behaviour has been
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verified up to 400 Hz with experimental results. This lower frequency compared to mod-
elling results of the verification does not reflect a limitation of the Flowerbed’s dynamics.
It is caused by the limitations of the experimental setup and the measuring equipment.

To summarise, in general, the knowledge gained from the research which has been
presented in this thesis can help the system designer to be more confident in translating
the requirements of an application into a real design that uses this principle of contact-
less actuation.

7.2. Recommendations

This section starts with a description of some knowledge learned from less successful
roads taken while conducting this research. Based on that and on the current state of
this research, some recommendations can be made for further research on the principle
of using viscous traction force of a thin film flow to actuate a thin substrate. First, rec-
ommendations for further investigation on Flowerbed and the concept of deformable
surfaces are described. Then a more general vision of research on this contactless actu-
ation principle and its applications is presented.

The first recommendation is on the air restrictor type. Inheriting from the previous
research, the capillary type of air flow restrictor has been used in this research for the
inlet restriction because of its perceived linear and predictable properties. However, for
the experiments presented in this research, due to the higher operating pressure differ-
ence, the flow inside these restrictors is found not laminar at all, but turbulent and com-
pressible. And then, orifice restrictors become more predictable since they have been
researched and used widely in conventional air bearings. For further research, orifice
restrictors are strongly recommended to be used.

The second recommendation is based on a long period that the author tried to use
additive manufacturing methods to build Flowerbed. Because there are many different
technologies developed in this field, the design Flowerbed has been modified repeat-
edly to adopt the various constraints of these techniques. Furthermore, because of the
lack of material quality that is not reported explicitly, a robust Flowerbed could not be
built using this new manufacturing method. Still, from the author point of view, additive
manufacturing is a potential alternative for building such a system. It will require more
research both on the manufacturing technique and on the Flowerbed structure. This is
a nice challenge for further research. However, since additive manufacturing is a rapid
prototyping method that requires just a short period to make a prototype from a design,
there might be a serious pitfall that the research evolves in a "trial and error" process.

Also from this period, it is learned that the mechanical deformation due to internal
pressure and vacuum can be easily underestimated. Any chambers that are supplied
with pressure or vacuum might have a deformation that is big enough to fail the sys-
tem to operate. In order to have a successful design, this matter needs to be considered
carefully.
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7.2.1. Recommendations on Flowerbed
Firstly, with Flowerbed, the dynamic behaviour of a system that uses the deformation of
the bearing surface to control the force/torque on a substrate has been investigated ex-
perimentally, but for just one degree of freedom. Therefore the next step on Flowerbed
should be closing the loop for the positioning control of the substrate. In this step, the
coupling effect between different degrees of freedom of the actuation will be investi-
gated. Also unforeseen problems can be revealed.

Secondly, since the Flowerbed setup has been designed and built such that both the
force type (low stiffness) and displacement type (high stiffness) mechanical actuators
can be implemented, it is interesting to make a comparison on the pros and cons of us-
ing each type. Based on this comparison, the next version of a deformable surface con-
tactless actuation system can be designed more effectively for the selected mechanical
actuator.

Thirdly, an advise on the research on the deformable surface concept is to inves-
tigate the out-of-plane effect. As has been predicted, the substrate’s attitude in space
(compared to fixed world) changes when the deformation, which is the tilting motion of
flowers, is controlled for a desired planar force. For some applications, the out-of-plane
motion is not acceptable or at least must be predicted precisely. Therefore, the model
used for predicting the fly height is recommended to be verified experimentally. With
the gained knowledge in this matter, a zero out-of-plane motion actuation system might
be designed, for example, a system consist of different bearing sections that are initially
tilted so that a further tilt motion around this neutral position does not change the total
restriction of the film.

Finally, also regarding to the out-of-plane motion matter, it is recommended to in-
vestigate the effect of substrate’s deformation. As predicted and observed experimentally
with Flowerbed, because of the substrate’s deformation, when the substrate flies with a
small height, contact between the substrate and the system might occur at the edges,
especially the corners, of the bearing surface. In order to avoid this, a (passive) bearing
system is recommended to be designed at the vacuum sealing ring so that the fly height
can be realised with a smaller value thus reducing the air consumption.

7.2.2. General recommendations on the principle
For a general vision of the research in this topic, the following observations are outlined:

Firstly, even though the matter of the actuator shape has been considered in this
research, a full topology study has not been performed yet, especially for the concept
of controlled pressure variation. As presented in this research, the best actuator shape
has been determined for the tilting actuator where the resulting force is independent of
the shape. However, this is not the case for the step like surface (normally used in the
pressure variation concept) or other types of deformation (not tilting). Therefore, there
is still room for a topology study in this concept such as what would be the most efficient
shape of the actuator, where is the best location for the inlet and outlet, what is the effect
of the size and the shape of the inlet/outlet port.

Secondly, all the experimental setups in this research can be operated only while the
bearing surface is fully covered by the substrate. Thus it is now suitable just for position-
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ing applications not for transporting. The reason of this problem is mainly caused by
the vacuum supply: the vacuum pressure cannot be maintained at a desired level when
there are some vacuum ports opened to ambient pressure. This is because the outlet
restriction needs to be small. In order to solve this problem, two approaches are pro-
posed as following. The first approach is to modify the vacuum supply system such that
the vacuum port will only be turned on whenever it is covered by the substrate, e.g by
mean of valves. The second approach is to use another method for preloading, instead
of vacuum, e.g. magnetic force or applying pressure on the other side of the substrate.

Thirdly, as it has been stated, the deformable surface concept is just one of the al-
ternatives that can be used to enhance the dynamics performance. Using distributed
proportional valves that are placed close to the bearing surface will result in a faster dy-
namic response as well. This is a nice direction for the research in this topic, especially
when MEMS technologies have a strong growth nowadays that enable the possibility of
manufacturing micro actuators at low costs.

Last but not least, the final recommendation is to search for efficient solutions that
can be used to manufacture this type of system. The trend of the future substrates is
not only to be thinner but also to become larger, and accordingly, the actuator array is
required to be larger while the size of each actuator is expected to be smaller. These
requirements pose a challenge in building such a contactless actuation system.





A
OVERVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

This appendix describes briefly the research that has been conducted in TU Delft in the
period 2007-2011, investigating and building a contact-less wafer positioning system us-
ing an air film as a motor/bearing unit. Firstly, the motor function and the bearing func-
tion of an active air film are interpreted. Secondly, the positioning performance of an
experimental setup, the contact-less wafer stage, is summarized. Finally, recommenda-
tions and remaining questions from this research are identified and reviewed for the next
period of the research in this topic.

A.1. Contactless actuation using an active air film
The bearing function of the contactless actuation system using viscous traction force of
an air film works comparatively to a conventional vacuum preloaded air bearing. It is
constructed to have a surface that contains multiple inlets connected to a high supply
pressure source and multiple outlets connected to a sub-ambient vacuum pressure sink.
The additional motor function is obtained by modifying the bearing surface into an array
of actuator cells such that the total viscous traction force resulted from all the local air
flows is non-zero.

A.1.1. Motor Function
Shown in Figure A.1, one way to modify the surface to obtain the motor function is to
partly recess the surface with a pocket in the order of several tens μm. The inlet and
outlet grooves are placed inside this recess, at two opposite sides. Each recess with the
surrounding dam can be identified a one actuator cell. The dimensions for a single cell
are described in Figure A.1b. The size of the actuator cell and its recess are l and αl
respectively, the dam width is therefore defined as (1−α)l , with α< 1. The film thickness
or the fly height above the dam and the recess is given by h and βh, where β is defined
as the ratio between these two fly heights, β≥ 1.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.1: Top view of an actuator array (a), Cross section A-A with a substrate on top (b)

In this research, the actuator cell is assumed to be square in shape and has a size in
the order of 10mm × 10mm. The typical size of the recess is 8mm × 8mm, resulting
in a dam width of 2 mm (α = 0.8). The fly height above the dam and the recess are
normally set at 10 μm and 30 μm respectively, (β = 3). With these chosen dimensions
of the actuator cell geometry, a force can be generated on the wafer when a pressure
difference is applied between the inlet and outlet of the actuator cells in the array.

For the initial analysis, the actuator cells are assumed to have infinite width (the di-
mension in y-axis). With this simplification, when a pressure difference (p+ − p−) is
present between the inlet and outlet grooves, there are only two flow paths in each single
cell, both perpendicular to the grooves: one from the inlet groove through the recess to
the outlet groove (main flow) and another one from the inlet groove over the dam to the
outlet groove of the neighbour cell (drag flow). Assuming that these flows are "zero-slip"
and can be considered to be Pouseuille type, the velocity profile v(z) can be determined
to be parabolic (Figure A.2). At the interface with the substrate (and the actuator surface),
the flow has zero velocity, and induces a viscous shear stress that can be derived from its
velocity profile. Integrating the shear stress over the length of the flow paths results in
the force per unit width generated by these flows. The calculations can be performed for
the recess domain and the dam domain:

Recess domain - the main flow: Assuming a uniform film height and laminar flow, the
Navier-Stokes equation in vertical direction reduces to:

η
∂2v

∂z2 =−∂p

∂x
(A.1)

where μ is the viscosity of air. Furthermore, according to standard thin film flow
conditions, it is assumed that the pressure is constant in the z-direction and the pressure
gradient d p/

d x can be approximated. Equation A.1 becomes:
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Figure A.2: The assumed velocity profile of the main flow and the drag flow inside an actuator cell

η
∂2v

∂z2 =−p+−p−

αl
(A.2)

Integrating twice with respect to z with the "zero-slip" boundary condition results in
the equation of the velocity profile of the main flow

vmain(z) =−p+−p−

2αlη
(z2 −βhz) 0 ≤ z ≤βh (A.3)

The shear stress on the substrate is equal to the reaction of the viscosity times the
gradient of the velocity profile at the interface

τmain = −ηd v

d z

∣∣∣∣
z=βh

= βh

2

p+−p−

αl
(A.4)

Integrating this shear stress over the length of the recess yields the force per unit
width of the actuator generated by the main flow

Fmain = βh

2

(
p+−p−)

(A.5)

Dam domain - the drag flow: Similar to the calculations for the main flow, the velocity
profile of the drag flow, the shear stress and the force per unit width resulted from the
drag flow can be derived:

vdrag(z) = p+−p−

2(1−α)lη
(z2 −hz) 0 ≤ z ≤ h (A.6)

τdrag = −ηd v

d z

∣∣∣∣
z=h

=−h

2

p+−p−

(1−α)l
(A.7)

Fdrag =−h

2

(
p+−p−)

(A.8)

Summing the viscous force generated by the main flow and the drag flow results in
the net force per unit width of a single actuator cell

Factuator = Fmain +Fdrag =
(β−1)h

2

(
p+−p−)

(A.9)
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Figure A.3: Actuator with an additional restrictor at the inlet and the resulted pressure distribution (a), Flow
schematic used for explaining the bearing function (b)

It should be noted that the term (β−1)h is a geometric constant, i.e. the depth of the
recess. Equation A.9 clearly proves that modifying a flat bearing surface into an array of
actuator cells is necessary for achieving a non-zero force on the substrate. If the recess
depth is set at zero (β= 1), the net traction force would also be zero independent of the
magnitude of the pressure difference.

A.1.2. Bearing Function
As stated earlier, a contactless actuation system using this principle works similar to a
vacuum preloaded air bearing with an additional motor function obtained by modifying
the bearing surface. This section interprets the bearing function of the contactless actu-
ation system. The bearing function is a combination of two properties: the load capacity
and the bearing stiffness. The load capacity of an air bearing determines the capability
of carrying the weight of the borne object. As shown in Figure A.3a, because the pres-
sure drops linearly over the recesses and the dams from the inlet to the outlets, the load
capacity per unit area of the actuator is therefore an average of the inlet and the outlet
pressure

w = p++p−

2
(A.10)

For the applications relevant for this study, in which the borne object is a thin sub-
strate, the load capacity does not have to be high. Since a 0.5mm-thickness wafer/glass
sheet has a weight per unit area of about 12 Nm−2, the load capacity per unit area should
be 12 Pa higher than ambient pressure pa, whereas the pressure difference (p+ −p−) is
in the order of several tens of kPa.

The second property of the bearing function is the bearing stiffness (vertical stiff-
ness). This distributed stiffness is needed for preventing mechanical contact even for
substrates that initially are not flat. Placing a flow restrictor before the inlet in the flow
network is required to realize a positive stiffness. The flow schematic shown in Figure
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A.3b can be used to explain how bearing stiffness is created. The inlet pressure inside
the pocket p+ is the result from connecting the inlet to a pressure source ps through an
air restrictor Ri. The air flow streams from the inlet to the outlet across the recess and
the dam. Rr and Rd are defined as the restriction of the recess flow path and the dam
flow path respectively. They are dependent on the film height. The outlet pressure p− is
below ambient pressure because of the connection to a sub-ambient pressure sink pv.
This connection typically has a small restriction value Ro. In the analysis of the bearing
stiffness, the supply pressure source ps and sink pv are considered to be kept constant.
When the film height decreases, the restriction of the air film increases resulting in a
lower flow through the actuator. Since ps and pv are constant, p+ increases due to the
reduction of the pressure drop over the inlet restrictor which is the result of the decrease
of the air flow. The increase of p+ acts like a spring, generates a force tending to push the
substrate back to its original height. Using the same manner, it can be explained that an
increase of outlet restriction Ro will reduce the bearing stiffness.

Following is the explanation for the bearing stiffness based on a mathematical model.
From the flow schematic shown in Figure A.3b, with the incompressible flow assump-
tion, the volume flow is conserved. Then, the system equations can be derived

ps −p+ =QRi (A.11)

p+−p− =QRa(h) (A.12)

p−−pv =QRo (A.13)

where Q is the volume flow, Ra(h) is a function of the film height h, represents the restric-

tion of actuator. It is the combination of the two restrictors Rr and Rd, Ra =
(
Rr

−1 +Rd
−1

)−1
.

With a constant set of supply pressure ps and pv, the resulting pressure at the inlet and
outlet are

p+ = ps(Ra(h)+Ro)+pvRi

Ri +Ra(h)+Ro
(A.14)

p− = pv(Ra(h)+Ri)+psRo

Ri +Ra(h)+Ro
(A.15)

the load capacity per unit area will be

w = p++p−

2
= ps +pv

2
+ (ps −pv)

Ro −Ri

2(Ro +Ri +Ra(h))
(A.16)

the vertical stiffness per unit area can be derived by taking the derivative of the load
capacity with respect to the film height

k =−d w

dh
=− R ′

a(Ri −Ro)

2(Ri +Ra +Ro)2 (ps −pv) (A.17)

where Ra and R ′
a are the actuator restriction and its the derivative at a designed nominal

fly height. The stiffness is positive since R ′
a has a negative value due to the fact that the

restriction of the air film increases when the fly height decreases.
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A.2. Contactless wafer positioning stage

A.2.1. Multi-DoF contactless actuation system
The actuator cell described previously can generate a force in only one direction because
of its asymmetric design, to wit the difference between the inlet and outlet restriction.
In order to construct a multi-DoF contactless actuation system, two alternatives have
been considered. One is to use multi-directional actuator cells in which the flow can be
controlled by a multi-port (proportional) valve. Using this method however results in a
challenge: the bearing stiffness is more difficult to be ensured. The restriction of an air
port must be increased whenever it is used as an inlet and reduced when it is an outlet.
Furthermore, at the crossover moment while switching the flow direction, the flow is
zero, the bearing stiffness therefore becomes zero. Some potential solutions have been
thought of to solve this problem. The first one is to attain the bearing function separately
from the motor function by a part of the active surface. The second potential solution,
which is more complicated, is to use variable restrictors so that the inlet restriction can
be maintained to be higher than the outlet restriction. The third solution is to obtain the
bearing stiffness actively by means of controllers that use local (mini) valves and sensors
to preserve a constant fly height. The fourth solution is to use separate inlet and outlet
restrictors in one groove.

The other alternative is to construct a multi-DoF contactless actuation system based
on clusters of single DoF actuators. Each cluster consists of three or four actuator cells
that are arranged in such a way that the force can be generated in various direction. Fig-
ure A.4 shows three among many possibilities for a multi-DoF cluster of actuators. The
’+’ and ’−’ signs represent the inlet and outlet. The dash arrows shows the main flow
direction, while the solid arrows illustrate the force direction of each actuator. In this
concept, the outlet pressure is always kept at a constant level, only the pressure at the in-
lets is varied. For instance in the first configuration (Figure A.4a), when there is no force
required to exert on the substrate (neutral operating point), all actuators still produce
forces that cancel each other out because they have the same magnitude in opposing
directions. When a non-zero net force is needed, the inlet pressure will be controlled in
order to unbalance these forces in a desired manner. The second and the third configu-
rations (Figure A.4b and A.4c) also use this way to control the generated force. The only
difference is that each actuator cell is able to act in two opposing directions. In other
words, for these two configurations, the balanced forces in the neutral operating point
do not happen between two cells but inside each cell.

In the scope of the research of Wesselingh, the second alternative, using multi-DoF
clusters of actuators, was selected to be the most appropriate option because it is simple
and good enough to prove the feasibility of this new principle of handling thin substrates
without mechanical contact.

A.2.2. Contactless wafer positioning stage
In order to demonstrate the new principle for conctactless actuation systems, three ex-
perimental setups have been built. The first one has proven that a force can be achieved
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Figure A.4: Three examples for multi-DoF actuator clusters

on a substrate carried on top of an air film. The second setup, a 1-DoF positioning sys-
tem, has showed that the substrate position can be controlled by varying the supply pres-
sure with proportional valves. The third one, which is named "Waferstage", has success-
fully demonstrated how it performs in using an active air film to position a thin substrate
without mechanical contact. Only the third setup is briefly presented in this thesis. Its
performance is described as the "state of the art", starting point for the subsequent re-
search described in this thesis.

Waferstage design: For multi-DoF actuation, Waferstage uses the second configura-
tion of the options presented in previous section in Figure A.4. It has been built as an
array of 9 clusters that is designed to handle a 100 mm wafer. Each cluster consists of
4 square actuators with a size of 10 mm × 10 mm including the dam width of 2 mm
. The recess depth is designed to be 20 μm resulting in a predicted force constant of
0.118 ·10−6 NPa−1 in all directions for each cluster. The force constant is defined as the
net force that can be generated by 1 Pa of pressure difference. Note that this pressure
difference is not the difference between the inlet and the outlet pressure (ps − pv) but
between the two groups of inlets that create unbalanced force inside a cluster. As an ex-
ample depicted in Figure A.5a, when a force is generated toward the right direction, it
is the pressure difference between the two inlet groups that are marked with dark and
light ’+’ signs. For the whole system of 9 clusters, a force constant of 1.062 ·10−6 NPa−1

is predicted. The nominal fly height is chosen to be 10 μm, resulting in a calculated air
film restriction of 6.2 · 109 Pasm−3 for each actuator. Using an optimised value for the
inlet restriction which is 12.3 ·109 Pasm−3 for each inlet, Waferstage can generate a stiff-
ness of 525 · 106 Pam−1 when it is operated with ps − pv = 40kPa. This operating point
is chosen for Waferstage to be able to deliver a maximum acceleration of 1.5ms−2 on a
100 mm wafer that has a mass of 9.5·10−3 kg. The designed specifications and properties
of Waferstage are summarised in Table A.1.

The structure of Waferstage is shown in Figure A.6. The inlets and outlets of the ac-
tuator plate are connected to the air source and sink through a complex manifold, made
with additive manufacturing method. This manifold consists of in total nine channels.
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Figure A.5: An example illustrating the force is controlled toward the right direction by a cluster (a), and the
flow net work for controlling the inlet pressure (b)

Property value

Specifications

Object mass [kg] 9.5 ·10−3

Max acceleration [ms−2] 1.5
Max velocity [ms−1] 0.75
Positioning accuracy [μm] 1.3

Designed parameter

Number of actuators [−] 36
Actuator size [mm × mm] 10 × 10
Recess size [mm × mm] 8 × 8
Recess depth [μm] 20
Supply inlet pressure ps_i [kPa] 30
Vacuum pressure pv [kPa] -10
Exciting range [kPa] ±7.3
Fly height [μm] 10
Actuator air restriction [Pasm−3] 6.2 ·109

Predicted performance
Force constant [NPa−1] 1.062 ·10−6

Max force [N] 15.5 ·10−3

Bearing stiffness [Pam−1] 525 ·106

Table A.1: Waferstage designed specifications and geometry

One of them is used to evenly distribute the uniform vacuum pressure to all the outlet
points on the actuator plate. The remaining eight channels are connected to the eight
inlet points of each actuator cluster. Piezo valves and pressure sensors are placed at the
other ends of these channels in order to control the inlet supply pressure ps_i (i = 1..8).
The flow-pressure schematic of one inlet channel is presented in Figure A.5b. The sys-
tem pressure pp and vacuum pressure pv are kept constant by two pressure regulators
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(at 70kPa and −10kPa for the designed specifications). The porous pre-restrictor Rpre is
chosen to have a resistance of 1.7 ·109 Pasm−3 so that the inlet pressure ps_i can be ex-
cited in a range of ±7.3kPa. At the neutral operating point, the valve is set at the middle
position (half closed half open), resulting a nominal inlet pressure ps_i of 30kPa. With
this configuration, the inlet pressure can be controlled around the nominal level: it can
be increased by closing the valve and reduced by opening the valve.

The wafer position is measured by a set of three linear encoders on the top surface of
the wafer. This wafer is specially prepared for the experiment of determining the achiev-
able accuracy. It is engraved with optical grating lines so that the encoder heads can read
out its position. Two versions of the encoder heads has been selected that have different
resolution: 10 nm per increment and 1 nm per increment. Due to the limited reading
speed of the data-acquisition system (5 MHz), the maximum measurable velocity of the
wafer is limited at 0.034ms−1 for the 10 nm resolution version, and 0.0034ms−1 for the
1 nm resolution version. As a result the designed maximum wafer velocity of 0.75ms−1

could not be verified with this setup.

Waferstage controller As shown in Figure A.7, the Waferstage controller is structured
with two loops. The inner pressure loop controls the supply pressure of the eight inlet
channels generating the required force on the wafer. The outer loop controls the position
of the wafer in three planar degree of freedom by setting the required pressure to the
inner loop.

In order to design the controller for the inner loop, the frequency response from the
valve excitation to the pressure at the eight inlet channels has been measured. Figure
A.8 shows the measured response of one channel, the first real pole at around 13 Hz is
the result of the combination of the channel capacitance and the valve restriction (sim-
ilar to an electronic RC-effect). The next complex zero pair and pole pair are located at
around 350 Hz and 770 Hz respectively. They are caused by the acoustic effect inside
the air channel. Based on the measured frequency response, a PI2D-controller has been
designed and implemented for the inner pressure loop. A bandwidth of 120 Hz can be
achieved with a gain margin of 6 dB and a phase margin of 30o.

The positioning plant of the outer loop is simpler. Since the wafer is carried on an
air bearing without any mechanical contacts, the position dynamic behaves purely as
a floating mass. The bandwidth of the outer position loop is however limited by the
performance of the inner loop where the generated force is controlled. In this setup, a
bandwidth of 30 Hz is obtain with a gain margin of 6 dB and a phase margin of 30o.

Waferstage performance Two experiments have been conducted in order to evaluate
the performance of Waferstage. Firstly, the standstill positioning accuracy can be as-
sessed using the Cumulative Power Spectrum plot shown in Figure A.9. With the 30 Hz
bandwidth positioning controller, combined with a vibration isolation system that re-
jects the floor disturbance, the positioning error can be kept within a range of 5.8 nm.
The contributions to this error are mainly located below 100 Hz. From this experiment,
it can be concluded that the internal disturbances, which are mainly caused by the air
flow in the supply system, are very small.

The second experiment, point to point positioning, has been used to evaluate the
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Figure A.6: Structure of Waferstage (source [56])
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Figure A.8: Measured frequency response of one channel (source [56])

tracking performance. The maximum acceleration of the wafer is limited to 0.6m/s2

because the valve saturation allows the inlet pressure to be controlled only in a range
of ±5kPa instead of ±7.3kPa as designed. The maximum resulting force is 6.2 ·10−3 N
instead of 15.5 ·10−3 N as predicted. This force limitation is not caused only by the re-
duction of the exciting range but also by the lower force constant. In this experiment, the
estimated force constant reduces to 0.62 ·10−6NPa−1 due to the fact that the the wafer
has to fly higher than designed. With the knowledge of maximum acceleration and max-
imum velocity, an input position profile and a feedforward controller have been added
to the controller. Shown in Figure A.10, a 6 mm point to point move can be achieved
within 270 ms with a maximum tracking error of 10 μm. To summarize, the realized per-
formance of Waferstage is presented compared to the designed specifications in Table
A.2.
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Property Designed Realized
Fly height [μm] 10 15
Exciting range [kPa] ±7.3 ±5
Force constant [NPa−1] 1.062 ·10−6 0.62 ·10−6

Max force [N] 15.5 ·10−3 6.2 ·10−3

Max acceleration [ms−2] 1.5 0.6
Max velocity [ms−1] 0.75 Not verified
Positioning accuracy [μm] 1.3 0.006
Bearing stiffness [Pam−1] 525 ·106 Not verified

Table A.2: Realized performance of Waferstage
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A.3. Conclusions and recommendations from pre-
vious research

From the research of Wesselingh et al. in this topic, some remarkable conclusions can
be drawn:

• The new principle, using viscous traction force of thin air film flow, has been proven
theoretically and experimentally to be applicable for contactless actuation sys-
tems, by which thin substrates can be handled without mechanical contacts.

• The force exerted on the substrate can be controlled by varying the pressure dif-
ference across the actuator pocket. A demonstrator, Waferstage, has been built
successfully using this concept. The experimental result shows that the internal
disturbances due to the air flow is negligible.

• Similar to conventional air bearings, the bearing stiffness created by this contact-
less actuation system is very high, more than sufficient to prevent mechanical con-
tacts even when the substrate is not flat initially.

Still, there are some remaining questions that are interesting to investigate to under-
stand more about this new actuation principle. Presented as following, some questions
have been selected to be addressed in this thesis:

• Several actuator topologies have been presented in this research. However, a clear
comparison has not been performed yet. There is room for exploring different
actuator shapes and configurations.

• It has been stated that the performance of the air actuator array can be increased
if the actuators are scaled down. The size of the actuator in this research is de-
termined by manufacturing technologies. The questions: how to scale down the
actuator? What is the appropriate pocket depth? How the dam width affect to the
performance? are interesting but not answered yet by the research.

• The position control bandwidth is limited by the performance of the pressure con-
trol loop. In Waferstage, the pressure control bandwidth is limited to 120 Hz be-
cause of the dynamic behaviour occurring in the air channels when the control
valves are place externally. In order to increase the dynamic performance, it re-
quires research on either small proportional valves that can be integrated near the
air actuators or another concept that does not affected by the air dynamic inside
the channels.
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CLAMPING MODULE - THE THIRD

METHOD OF FORCE CONTROL

During the analysis of the static performance of the actuators that use the principle pre-
sented in this thesis (Chapter 2 and 4), an interesting characteristic has been found that
the force generated by an actuator is proportional to the actuator area and the relative
vacuum, and not dependent on the inlet pressure. Formulating this understanding dif-
ferently, the propulsion force can be considered to be proportional to the preload force.
Therefore, the third method for controlling the propulsion force is introduced in this ap-
pendix: control by varying the preload force.

As shown in Figure B.1, if a substrate is clamped between two actuator arrays that are
supplied with positive pressure ps only, when the clamping force is zero, and the air gap
is large, the inlet pressure in the film is equal to ambient pressure. The resulting propul-
sion force in this case is zero due to the fact that the pressure difference between the inlet
and outlet (exhausts to ambient) in the film is zero. If the clamping force increases, the
two actuator arrays move towards each other, resulting a reduction of the air gap thick-
ness. When the gap thickness becomes sufficiently small, the pressure at the inlet in the
film increases, and approaches ps when the gap is close to zero. This increase of the
inlet pressure results in an increase of viscous traction force, thus the propulsion force
exerted on the substrate.

Since the actuator arrays in this concept still work similarly to a conventional air
bearing, the bearing stiffness can be designed to be high. This means that the gap just
varies slightly even when the clamping force changes in a wide range. Furthermore, be-
cause of this bearing stiffness, the substrate is balanced automatically between the two
arrays. In this operating condition, as long as there is no contact between the substrate
and the arrays, the force can be formulated by extending the analysis in Chapter 2 with
a non-zero load capacity. For the tilt actuator array:

Fpropulsion ≈ d

L
Fpreload (B.1)
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Figure B.1: The propulsion force can be controlled by varying the clamping force

And for the step actuator array:

Fpropulsion ≈ 2
d

L
Fpreload (B.2)

in which Fpropulsion is the total resulting force created on both sides of the substrate.
d and L describe the geometry of each section as shown in Figure B.1.These formulas
have been obtained for the case that ambient pressure is applied at the outlets.

At a glance, the first main advantage of this concept is the absence of the vacuum re-
quirement. Because of that, the limit performance curve presented in the previous chap-
ters of this thesis is not applicable. The challenges for designing such a system might be
defined differently. Therefore, further research on this concept is recommended. The
second advantage of this clamping concept is the possibility of handling very thin sub-
strate. Since the two actuator arrays are identical, the resulting pressure distribution on
both sides of the substrate is also identical, thus the substrate’s deformation caused by
the pressure is eliminated (theoretically). The only disadvantage of using this concept is
that both sides of the substrate are (partially) covered by the transport system, and not
fully available for processing steps. However, of course the property of zero mechanical
contact is maintained.



NOMENCLATURE

α Actuator geometry ratio in length (inlet position) [-]
β Actuator geometry ratio in height [-]
ϕ Tilt angle of actuator [mrad]
η Dynamic viscosity of air, taken as 18.2 ·10−6 [Pa s]
ρ Air density [kgm−3]

a Mechanical amplifying ratio [-]
da Displacement created by a mechanical actuator (piezo

type)
[m]

dp Displacement achieved at the movable plate [m]
F Traction force [N]
F Traction force per unit area [Nm - 2]
Fp Force exerted on the movable plate [N]
h Fly height, defined as the smallest thickness of the air

film
[μm]

hc Fly height at the central point (inlet) of a tilted actuator [μm]
H Function describing the air film thickness with respect

to x
[-]

k Bearing stiffness per unit area [Nm−1 m - 2]
ka Stiffness of a mechanical actuator (piezo) [Nm−1]
ks Stiffness of the stem of ’flowers’ [Nm−1]
L Length of an (contactless) actuator [m]
Ls Length of the stem of ’flowers’ [m]
m Mass of the substrate [kg]
ṁ Mass flow rate [kgs - 1 ]
ṁ Mass flow rate per unit area [kgs - 1 m - 2]
p Pressure distribution in the air film [Pa]
p+, p− Inlet and outlet pressure (in the air film) [Pa]
ps Supply pressure [Pa]
pv Supply vacuum [Pa]
Ri, Ro Restriction of the inlet and outlet restrictors [Pasm - 3]
Ra Restriction of the actuator gap (air film) [Pasm - 3]
Rg Specific gas constant for air, taken as 287 [J kg - 1 K - 1]
Sa Area of the bearing surface of an actuator [m2]
T Temperature, taken as 293 [K]
U Substrate velocity [ms - 1]
w Bearing load capacity [N]
w Bearing load capacity per unit area [Nm - 2]
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